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Rally protests·

LEMONADE ANYONE?

budget cuts
By MICHELE CARLTON
News Editor

Photo by JUD COOK

Dwayne Hamm, a senior aoclal work major from Waldorf, Md.,
helps organize a lemonade stand for some children next to

Ordway Hall. The children nicknamed their buslneu the
'Kid's Comer.'

Set your calendars for Oct.
14. The Student Government
Association of Murray State
University wants your
aupport in a state-wide
student rally to protest
further budget cuts in higher
education by the state of
Kentucky.
Todd Logsdon, president of
SGA, said the idea for the
rally was proposed at a
meeting of the Board of
Student Body presidents
Sunday in Frankfort. .
"Between now and Oct. 22
the state will be evaluating
the budget data. That's why
we chose the Oct. 14 date
because it was in the middle
of all that discussion," he
said.
SGA is sponsoring two
buses that will leave from
Murray at 7 a.m. Oct. 14 and
arrive at Kentucky State
University in Frankfort at 2

p .m . Groups from all
universities will march from
there to the capital.
Logsdon said the theme of
the rally, "Cutting Education
is Cutting the Future," shows
why students should get
involved.
"If students are concerned
about their future, the value
of their degree, the future of
the state and the future of the
nation, we encourage them to
go," he said
SGA will set up a table in
the Curris Center next week
with more information about
the rally and h ow budget cuts
could affect the University.
Logsdon said the table will
also include
petitions
protesting further budget cuts
to higher education for
students to sign and a phone
line to the governor's office
where students can leave a
message for Jones.

Future of MSU's Racer football discussed at meeting
By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD
Sports Editor

President Ronald J. Kurth
and Murray State University
football took center stage Mon·
day n ight when the- MSO
Athletic Association convened
for a special meeting.
The future of Racer football ·
1
was on the minds of many of the
members at the meeting, which
more than 100 members attend·
ed. Past meetings only averag·
ed around 40.
Kurth, who has publicly
pushed for a reevaluation of

football funding in the heart of range from diminished ·
a budget crunch, said the future scholarship football to noof the University's football pro- scholarship football. Any for·
gram is uncertain due to many mat would take thoee schools
fact ors, the first of which would out of contention for ppst·
have"to tie the"Ohio Valley Con- season play.
ference's expansion.
Kurth said he baa not yet
Currently, the conference is decided which league the
looking for three schools to add, University would join.
after which the ave would
"There is not a whole lot for
form two leagues for football, me to do but wait for the
one for scholarsh ip-based, com- January meeting," he said.
petitive play, and the other for
January has been set as the
a format to be determined by deadline for the commissioner
the schools composing the of the OVC to present his fin·
league. Formats suggested dings on new members. Kurth

said if at least three schools are
found, then the decision of what
type of football to play will be
made.

However, with the recent cuts
in the &Chool builgei a.nd mort
cuts ahead, Kurth said he is
evaluatiq all avenuea.
"The option is increasingly
attractive," he said of the new
league.
Kurth tried to assure all con·
cerned that any choice would
not be based on the football
team's current performance.
Since the mid·1980s atten·

dance at Racer football games
has shrunk to about 3,000 per
game. In Saturday's game
a1ainst Middle Tennessee State
University, a few more than
2,700 were sprinkled arouni!
the 17 ,000-seat stadium.
Kurth said, though, even in
the team's good years when at·
tendance was around 13,000,
ticket sales only brought in
$85,000. With a budget of
$843,000, Kurth said attendance would have no bearing on
the team's future.
"The hope of this University

would be t hat athlet ics would
have revenues that would over·
take expendit ures,.. he said.
Kurth also said post·season
play would not add enough to
cover expenditures.
" Experiencing the playoffs
(for Eastern Kentucky) was still
expensive for them," he said.
Dick Stout, a member of the
association, said what the
University needs is a full-time
athletic fund-raiser who could
get the funds the school needs
Please see FOOTBALL
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~focuses Bush campaign comes to Austin Peay
spotlight on Murray
By KRISTIE HELMS

Editor In Chief

The Auetin Peay Govemon
a viait from a little higher
authority Tueeday. President ,
Geor1e Bush made a
campaign atop at Austin Peay
State University's Dunn
Center iD Clarbville, Tenn.,
during a tour of the Volunteer
state.
Bush aupri.aed the crowd of
more
than
9,000
by
challengin1
Democratic
opponent Bill Clinton to a
seriea of debates befon the
Nov. 3 election. Under Bush's
proposal, the two would debate
each Sunday eveninlf between
Oct. 11 and Nov. 1.
"This would mean there
would be four televised
presidential debates," Bush
said. "And if Rosa Perot
decides to enter the race I
would be pleased to see him
included in these debates."
Buah suggested the formatl
of the debates include two with
a single moderator and two
with a panel of journalists
lf(Jt

By KRIS LAWRENCE
Arfl and~ Editor

Ifyou ha~pen to see a terrible accident involving a burning
car llfl4 cl~ power lines next week. you might want to

think twUe'Wore trying to be a hero.
Proctucera of the television series Rescue 911 wiU be filmina
a re-enaetment of an emergency rescue in Murray beginning
Thuraday.

Accarding to reporta filed with the Mumay Fire Department, four
personnel and several members of the
M1U'I'&)'-canoway County Hospital staff responded to an
emerpaey telephone call received at 7:59a.m. April14.
Herb Frederick, a non-traditional computer information
systeme . ~ from Murray, was driving eutbound on
Higlhr!Y·94- West when hie car struck a Jrigh-voltage utility ."
pole ~..on about four miles outside of town. The pOle broke
in two •and·the power lines fell, causing the car to catch on

ru-e

ftre.

Brad Haugh of the fire department and Owen Moore, a
member ol the emergency team from the hoapital, freed
Frederick from the electrified car. He was then transported
to MCCHbefore being taken to Lourdes Hospital in Paducah.
Frederidt, who wasn't wearing his seat belt, suffered a frac.
PleueaeeSHOW
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back to the American people."
The president used to his
advantage the presence of
several soldiers from nearby
Fort Campbell to hammer at
the draft-dodging issue.
"One of the thin11 that's
shaped my life ia that I served
my country in uniform and I
am very, very proud of that,"
he said. "And I salute those
here at Fort Campbell and
elsewhere who are also
serving their country."
The aoldier,s also prompted
Bush to remind the crowd
about Desert Storm.
"I'm proud of how we stood
up to Saddam Hu.aaain. Proud
of the Screaming Eagles from
Fort Campbell," he said. "I ·
Photo by KRISTIE HELMS want Governor Clinton to
show me what other nation
Prealdent George Buah llddreaea the crowd at Austin Peay has the courage of the men
State University Tuesday.
and women of America."
The crowd of mostly
terms and the same rule ought students from _Austin Peay
askin1 questions.
The president also proposed to apply to the other end of and surroundmg schools,
that there be term limits fo~ Pennsylvania Avenue," he
Please see CAMPAIGN
memben of Congrese.
said. "Let's approve term
"Presidents serve limited limits and give Congress
Page 11A
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MIU Moments

Ever wondered about student life at Murray
State University?
We all know about claS881, studying and work,
but what else do today's students do in their
spare time?
To answer that question, three photographers
from The Murray State News snapped photos
from various locations on campus from early
morning to late night on Tuesday to see what
MSU life is actually all about.

Irs that time of year again - Home·
coming 1992.
The theme is "Cheers to 60 years."
Some events begin today, but the big
events are Saturday.
The parade will start downtown at
9:30a.m., Saturday. Tent City festivities at the grassy area by Stewart Stadium will begin at 11 a.m. Tents for
various groups will be set up there.
The Homecoming Queen will be
crowned during pre-game festivities.
The game starts at 2:30 p.m.
After the game, there are several
receptions around campus.

l
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SGA encourages voter registration Campus Connection
to provide service
By S. K. PURDOM
Reporter

Lori BarreH, Rod Phillips and Mark McDougal helped
Jessica Stowe, a sophomore political science major
from Paducah, register to vote. Many organization have
been busy getting students registered to vote for the
upcoming election.
By JENNIFER MOORE
Assistant News Edttor

Photo by RON RUGGLES

Kim Green, a senior finance major from Madisonville,
filled out a voter registration card outside the Currls
Center last week.

The Student Government
Association of Murray State
University sponsored a voter
registration drive this week to
encourage students to part icipate in the upcoming
,residential election.
Shannon Barnhill, SGA
university affairs chairperson, said she and other
SGA representatives gave out
voter-registration cards in the
Curris Center to students who
are Kentucky residents.
"We gave out cards to any
students who are residents of

Kentucky, and then we took
them to the Calloway County
court clerk's office," Barnhill
said. "The county clerk then
sent them to the students'
home counties."
"We are doing this as a
service to the students, as this
takes the burden of registering off of them."
Teresa Rushing, Calloway
County court clerk, said all a
student needs to do is call his
home county clerk's office
and request an absentee
ballot.
Barnhill said the deadline
for voter registration in Kentucky is Oct 5 .

In a joint effort to
enhance community values, the American Humanice Student Association and
the office of Student Affairs
are introducing a new
organization offered to
students, faculty and staff
beginning Oct. 24 titled,
"Campt·s Connection."
Roger Weis, campus director of the American Humanics Student Association and a 16-year veteran
of this type of organizational work, said he
believes
along with
strengthening a student's
community values it ~
also "give a student a
sense of wanting to help
within the community
which could include senior
citizens, a young person or
a widow who needs some
type ofhouse repair."
Service organizations
within the Calloway County
area that will be included
are the YMCA and the
American Red Cro88. Other
organizations still in the
pre-planning stages include Needline, The Youth
Center, Senior Citizens and

the Family Resources
Center. Before becoming an
active participant, each
org~auon ~ have ~
meet certain criteria decided by the committee.
"The mission of this
sroup is ~ match a ltudent,
faculty or staff person with
a service or organization,"
Weis said.
He laid this is a student
project. Michelle Nutter, a
junior social work major
Marion, m., will be chairman and Gary Wilson, a
senior rehabilitation major
from Evansville, Ind., ~
' be
vice
chairman.
Jennifer Young, coordinator of student organizations and leadership
development, will represent
student affairs department.
Through various planning stages, a recruiting
campaign will be organized ~ enlist all interested
persona. Once completed,
all interested applicants
may fill out an application
with a "special organization" of their choice
designated. The application
will then be forwarded ~
the representative of that
organization and the
student will be contacted.
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New rules for mailing to
go into effect this year
By JENNIFER MOORE
Assistant News Editor

A candlelight vigil was held In honor of all women who have been the victims of
abuse at a forum entitled "Take back the night" held Tuesday night at Cutchin Field.

ViCtims of violence must be heard
By AMY GREWE
Assistant News Editor

A forum and candlelight vigil entitled
"Take Back the Night" was held Tuesday, at
the Murray State University's Cutchin Field,
to present facts and solutjons regarding
violence against women and children.
Speakers for the program included
Kentucky Sen. Jeff Green; Carolyn Smith,
executive director to Rape Services Inc.; and
Kim Barrett, director of the MSU Women's
Center.
'
Barrett said people need to take personal
involvement in the fight against abuse.
"We need to protest and call attention to
violence against women and children and
form an alliance with women to fight
violence," she said.
Green said he thought of the problem as a
fight of good against bad.
"We must never fall back or retreat, and
know that someday the numbers will
overcome the problem," he said.
Green said officials are beginning to seek
solutions for such problems as stalking.
"During the 1992 Kentucky General
Assembly, stalking was made a crime
punishable by a prison term," he said.
Green said there are other laws he would

like to see go into effect, such as having the
names of people who have committed offenses
entered into a data bank.
"It would require that sex offenders be
registered to prohibit them getting jobs
working with children," he said.
Smith said more people are now speaking
out on crimes that have been committed
against them.
"When I started six years ago women were
too ashamed to speak," she said. "I think it is
tremendous that women now have the courage
to stand up and say 'I'm a victim and it's not
my fault.' In the next six years I hope men
will have that same courage because they are
also victims."
Smith said if women are ever going to be
heard, now is the time.
"What's going on in our families is a
crime and we can no longer accept 'he didn't
mean it' as an excuse," she said. "You can
have every law in the book, but if your
community attitude is not right the laws
mean nothing."
A candlelight vigil was held to support
women who have been the victims of violence.
Music was provided by Gretchen Hines-Ward
and Dean Worley.

New regulations for addressing mail and packages
to administrators, faculty and
staff will be in effect on
Murray State Unive.r sity's
campus this semester.
Voris Paradise, assistant
director for postal services,
said "1 MURRAY ST" is now
required to be above the city,
state and zip code line on an
address. Cor-respondence to
Murray State is also required
to have the "+4" code at the
end of the zip code, include no
punctutation and words must
be in all capital letters.
Paradise said the reason for
the changes is the new Optical
Character Reader scanners
recently installed at the U.S.
Post Office in Paducah.
These scanners read the
addresses on envelopes and
sort for delivery according to
zip codes, box numbers, street
addresses and bar codes.

Staff Report

In an effort to match
students with alumni, the
Murray State University
Student Alumni Association
is working on maintaining
the Blue and Gold Network.
The Blue and Gold
Network, established four
years ago by SAA and the
former Alumni Affairs
office, strives to helo link

.GRAND OPENING!
•

students to alumni in certain alumni.
geographic areas or certain
Alumni and student
professions.
participation are encouraged.
The Network has helped SAA members will be
many students fmd jobs or working in the Alumni tent
find MSU alumni in certain at Saturday's Tent City
locations.
celebration
and
more
This year, the Student information can be obtained
Alumni Association hopes to there, or interested persons
make this program more may contact SAA through the
valuable to students and help Office of Development and
match more students with Alumni Affairs at 762-3737.
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•
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Natures
Homecoming Weekend Oct. 2 & S

.

in the address, it will go to the ;
Murray U.S. Post Office in-;
stead of the campus office, •
which will delay its delivery. :
All mail that comes to'
campus goes through the U.S.
Post Office in Paducah first.
All adminstrative and faculty
mail comes directly to the
cam pus post office and the
local U.S. post office is
responsible for delivering
mail to the residence halls.
Students who live in the
residence halls should re:
member to include only thlJt
box numbers and residence
halls on their correspondenCe.
The word "box" before the
number and "Murray State
University" should also be
omitted. If these regulations
are followed, the mail win be
delivered within a reasonable
time frame.
The post office encourages
everyone to notify all their ·
Paradise said if "Murray correspondents of these
State University" is included changes.

"If a letter did not have a
bar code or '+4' code, the
scanners would add these
automatically," Paradise
said.
Paradise said the scanners
are programmed to read a
delivery address a certain
way. One characteristic of a
letter the scanner reads and
uses as a guide to sort is the
"street" address.
"Since none of the administration, faculty and
staff have 'street' addresses,
we are going to put '1
MURRAY ST' on our
correspondence so it can
stand for 'street' and 'state,"'
Paradise said.
The name, room and/or
department must be on the
first two lines of the address
and "Murray State University" should be omitted from
the address completely.

. f.· • ~
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VIEWPOINT
EDITORIAL
.~

!Students should
on
capitol
l,narch
:

SGA organizes
student protest
To the Editor:
I hate to be the bearer of bad
news
during
our
homecoming festivities, but I
think everyone need• to be
aware of our potential
problem. If you haven't
heard,
Frankfort
is
projecting a shortfall in state
revenues. That means
another decrement in the
state budget is eminent.
The question ia how much
and who will be cut this time.
Higher education, in this
state, haa recently endured
the pain of two budget cuts,
totaling $59 million ($4.5
million for MSU). This ·
amount waa disproportionate
to the reat of the state budget.
In other words - we've paid
our fair share and then
some.
For those who were on
campus last spring, you can ,
recall the pain and damage ~
caused to thia university by 1
the last round of budget cute. J
Those cute were bad; they l
required more than: a Band
Aid. Another decrement ,
would be more like a .i
hemorrhage than a cut; It ~~
would require major 1urgery
as opposed to a Band Aid.
This major surgery could
mean eliminating tome %
academic
.Programs =
(majors), firing much· ~
needed faculty and staff, ~
more significant increases
in student fees, and a loss in 14
overall academic quality.
~
For
students ,
that translates into making it
even harder to get the claaeee
that you need, prolonging

...

:: Students concerned with the recent budget cuts
: Jn higher education should plan to take part in a
:•student
march on the state capitol in Frankfort
..
: set for Oct. 14.
The march, which is being organized locally by
: Murray State's Student Government Association,
will show state legislators that students feel the
current budget cut problems as much as faculty
and staff. Being backed by an official
governmental body (SGA) speaking for the
students, those in the capitol should not ignore
the outcry against these unjust cuts.
The cuts affect every student on this campus,
whether in the form of having to pay higher
student activity fees to help make up for the
shortfall or having their instructors forced to
'c arry extra loads, thus reducing their time spent
on education.
The anger felt over such things should be put to
good use in the form of a protest in the heart of
where the budgetary decisions are being made,
the state capitol.
By voicing opinions in the force of numbers, the
members of the legislature can be shown a vivid
picture of how students across the state feel cheated. When presented with such vocal
evidence in close proximity, perhaps those in the
positions of power will weigh their options more
carefully before making budget cuts in the future.
Anyone interested in participating in the
march on Frankfort should contact the SGA
office at 762-6951.

Kentucky voters must
register by Monday
Students who are not registered to vote in thf}
November Presidential election should do so
• '
before Monday's deadline.
This promises to be the most exciting and
unpredictable election in recent memory, and
many college students will be casting their ballots
in a Presidential race for the first time.
These ballots are crucial for the race will be
·closer than any most college students can
remember. This year "my one vote" will be even
more significant.
t Voting is the only real power citizens have over
(the destiny the government maps out for them.
~o throw away the right to vote is to throw away a
,voice in representative government.
: College students are included in the age group
that has the lowest voter turnout. By registering
to vote and making the effort to go to the polling
places on Nov. 3, students can help to reverse this
trend.
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a.nrlter disag

dbilcerning fooCI
I was sorry to read in the We have met our loss from
Sept. 4 issue of The Murray last year, have paid it off, and
State News that you had a bad many Food Service people
first week back on campus, have worked very hard in
that .
We
are
caused in great part by doing
University Food Services. responsible for a $4 million
Since you were the beat budget that involves a number
reporter for Food Services last of important and difficult
year and were very good at areas to manage. We receive
calling for news, I am no fmancial help from the
somewhat surprised that you University; in fact we pay
did not call me or Dorothy over $150,000 a year in what is
Miller, the manager of referred to as institutional
Winslow, Fast Track and support. Many schools pay
Hart Deli, for information these dollars back to their
about why Fast Track and university structure, so this is
Hart Deli were not open. not uncommon in an
Those facilities were not open auxiliary setting.
for good reasons, which you
As we begin this school
would have been told about if year, the total budget for
you had called.
auxiliarie s i s about $11
Your concern about the to-go million. This year, 50 percent
line is for the most part of that will be earmarked for
incorrect. We make special flXed costs. That percent is
efforts to keep students who way above the national
elect to use it on the correct average. So, before food can be
side and those who elect to use purchased and employees
the regular, or south end, on paid, 50 percent has to cover
the correct side. Some students related fixed costs - utilities,
don't like this; it does, telecommunications,
however, allow for faster institutional support, etc. That
service and meets the needs of makes the daily j ob of doing
why it was done in the first business more difficult. Even
place.
with all that, we will have
We in Food Services have seven restaurants on campus
been roundly criticized where students can eat this
during the last few years fall plus, later in September
about the Smart Card and its or in early October, we will
failure. Fail it did; however, allow (on a tri al basis)
Food Services never wanted student s to use their declining
the Smart Card or micro chip balance accounts at the local
system to drive our various McDonald's rest aurant. The
meal plans. I take full number of options we provide
responsibility for trying to for a small regional school
offer students the ala carte far exce'ed the national
of
facilities
system that in the end was average
avail
able.
popular with most students but
very expensive and thus nonIn conclu sion, a few words
workable. The multitude of about your idea relating to
operational problems and the . cont racted food services. I
result~ng expense v.:e re woul d first advise you t hat
something we ~~d: been glv~n you do a little more homework
as a respon~lbthty, ~ut m con cerning the corporate
truth somethmg we did not
of dmanagement
wan t or .,.181·1 a t . The syst em structure
·
h
h
ow t ey
failed; we did not fail. As a compames a~
matter of fact a number of wor k . You mlght want to
people on this ~pus worked contact someone on the
student newspaper staff at
!ong hours _a nd days1? make We s tern
Kentucky
1t work, all m the best mterest University, as they went with
of our customers our the Marriott Corp. this fall.
students.
They h ave a tot al of eight
You are correct - we are a facilitie s on campus where
business, and we should have students can eat, but then
to be responsible for a again they are twice the size
business loss or shortcoming. of Murray State in both

your chSgree.
That is the problem
face. There are choices to be
made. One choice is to just
sit by and wait for the cut
and then have to endure
another factional war O:Q thia A
campus. The other choice ia r
to do something, NOWIII
SGA would like to assist 1
you in doing something now.
Starting Monday, Oct. 5, we 1
will have a table in the I
Currie Center where you can 1
sign petitions, write letters to 1
the governor and even a
phone line eo you. can call the ,
governor's office to express
your concerns for higher
education.
Also,
in
conjunction with the other
state-funded universities,
there will be a marc~\ and
rally in Frankfort on Oct. 14.
A
strong
student
representation at this rally ia
vital to any chance of
thwarting or diverting this
budget cut. SGA will be
sponsoring buses to take
concerned !4urray State
students to Frankfort.
For more information, call
or atop by the SGA office in
the Currie Center.

we

campus and residence hall
enrollment. The human issue
(employees who do all the
work) i s somethi ng you
mentioned,
and I
do
appreciate that. All contracts
are different, but for the most
part employees at all levels
are the ones who are affected
the most. For the most part, the
change is not considered
good.
I had a former colleague
visit with us during our
annual
Food
Service
Orientation program last
month. For many years (20),
he was director of Auxiliary
Services, Food Service and
Housing at the University of
the Pacific in Stockton, Calif.
When he retired a few years
ago, a large management
company took over food
service at U-P. Within five
years of the takeover, all of
his former employees were
gone. In other words, the
management
company
replaced them all. This
procedure is common, and
many times students see a
few good years of improved
service, but it soon goes away
and inferior service and food
replaces it.
We have many people who
work very, very hard for very
few dollars . We know we
must continue to improve in
providing
service
and
products to students like
yourself plus the many
faculty and staff who also are
our customers. Like most
operations
with
large
numbers of employees, we
have our problems. Last year,
all of our employees bad their
work hours reduced from 40 to
37 V2 a week in an effort to
save money. They all made
and continue to make large
sacrifices in an effort to
provide the necessary services
to the audience we serve.
Your
help
and
understanding in working
with us will be appreciated.
All of us in Food Service hope
that we can provide you with
the best possible service as you
go through your senior year.

To the Editor:
In reading your storiea
about extended visitation in
the residence halls, I feel one
group waa not credited for
helping with the change RHA
(Residence
Hall
Association). It was RHA
which requested that the
resident advisers do the
survey to find out the wishes
of the residents, and it was
RHA which represented the
residents when the proposal
waa presented.
I felt it was important to
recognize
the
student
leadership
of
this
organization which played a
significant role for the
residents, RHA. I peraonally
want
to
expresa
my
appreciation for their hard
work.

William J . Benriter
Director of Food Services

Paula Hulick
Director of Housing

I

Todd Logsdon
SGA president

Hulick credits RHA
with policy changes
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FOCUS

It was a sunny, crisp fall day at

es and work - a whole lot
more. Photographers wandered
the Murray State University when
around campus from 8 a.m. to midthree Murray State News photogra- night on Tuesday to unearth interphers struck out on a mission to
esting facets of student life from
find out what student life on this
putting together a display case to
campus is all about. Their findings
honing their musical or athletic
showed that there is actually more
skills. Their findings are displayed
to Murray State life than just classbelow.

Photo by CHERI STUART

Alan Runyan, a freshman art major from louisville, practices his plano playing skills
Tuesday night In the Woods Hall lobby.

Photo by MELISSA FARNUM

Robyn Taylor, a junior elementary education major from Marlon, ,
and laVanda Holloman, a junlorelementary education major from
Marlon, take a chance to enjoy the fall weather and paint Tuesday
afternoon.

Photo by CHERI STUART

Michelle Smith, a junior home economics major from Eddyville, Carin Newton, a junior
interior design major from Danville, Robyn Gordon, a senior interior design major from
Paducah, and Tabatha Abner, a junior interior design major from Calvert City, make a
display for a consumer textile class Tuesday morning.

Photo by MEUSSA FARNUM

1

Gerry Harrl• (left), a grounds worker, works during the
nice weather on Tuesday. Tonja Day (above), a senior
manufacturing engineering major from Newburgh, Ind.,
paints a display In her residence hall for Homecoming.

Photos by RON RUGGLES

Dallas Smith (above), a sophomore physical education
major from Hickman, perfects his slam dunk at Carr
Health on Tuesday night.
At right, the Martha layne Collins Center tor Industry
and Technology sits peacefully as Tuesday draws to an
end.

J
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Nolan Richardson talks to MSU MSU honors AIDS
Racer basketball coach, worked
under Richardson for 11 years.
"It's all about attitude!" Last year the two friends met at
the first round of the NCAA
Nolan Richardson said.
championships.
The master
Richardson, noted basketball
coach at the University of won out.
Arkansas, told a large crowd in
·Richardson sa'i d he didn't cut
the Curris Center Ballroom his friend Edgar any slack:
Wednesday night, "If it's to be, "He's a winner and I'm a win·
it's up to me."
ner, but somebody's got to go,"
Wearing a grey pin-stripe he said.
suit, floral tie and red leather
Richardson said he was not at
cowboy boots, Richardson advised the audience to make the MSU just to talk to athletes, .
though he did stress that sports
most of today.
and
competition were positive.
"Life is not promised to
anyone. Nothing is promised,"
"Many of the great men of our
he said.
time played some form of
••Fellas, ladies - there are no athletics," he said. "Winning is
tomorrows; there is only important, because our countoday."
'
try's based on winning.''
Richardson, who credits
He said the same drive ap"grandma" for his knowledge, plied to sports can be just as effocused on positive attitudes, fectively used for academic
hard work and perseverance.
success.
''If you've got the correct atThe reality of college sports
titude, then you've got a chance also came through.
to be successful," he said. ''That
"Everyday I deal with young
not only goes in basketball men who I think aren't going to
that goes in life."
play in professional sports," he
The further Richardson got said.
into his speech, the more intense he became.
He has helped a fortunate few
"Remember, success may be fulfill their dreams. Four
around the very next corner," members of Richardson's 1991
he said. "Success may be the team have been drafted by the
ne,ct ball game, the next test." NBA, and a fifth may join
Scott Edgar, Murray State them.
By J.M. LANMAN
Reporter

Photo by JUO COOK

Nolan Ri chardson, head basketball coach at the
University of Arkansas, entertained a large crowd
during his lecture Wednesday night In the Currla Center
Ballroom.

Awareness Month
By ROBIN CARTER
Staff Writer

I would like for you to
meet J oe. He is very
careful these d ays. He
wasn't always so careful,
but AIDS is a very serious
problem.
He isn't afraid of getting
AIDS. He is afraid of
catching that cold that has
been annoying you for the
past few days.
Joe already has AIDS.
He got it from a guy
named Mike, but Joe is not
gay.
Mike had sex with Tina,
Tina had sex with Gary,
Gary had sex with Cindy
and Cindy had sex with
Joe.
These people are fictional
characters in this parti·
cular ease, but there are
many people just like them.
Some of them may not even
know they have the disease.
October is AIDS Awareness Month. A special
group of Murray State
Univer sity students have

volunteered their time to
help make others aware of
AIDS and the ways in
which it can affect their
lives.
Peer group educators, or
peer advocates, in con·
junction with Student
Health Services, will
present three Residence
Hall pr ograms which will
emphasize safe sex practices and AIDS awarenese.
The purpose of peer advocates is to allow students
to interact with and learn
from their peers, said
Louise Anderson, health
educator and wellness
coordinator.
"The more students that
can interact like this with
their peers in a teaching
situation, the better," Anderson said. "Students respond better to their peers
than to faculty."
Peer advocate groups will
appear by appointment at
any educational or social
function to discuss AIDS
and safe sex, as well as
other topics.

Congratulations
to our president

(jinna Curfing
The
S IGMA SIGMA SIGMA

for making
omecomiug Court
Good Luck!

coa ch es would Uke to thank
an the girls
for an excellent BUST!
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WE HAD A BLAST!
From the Srotners of
Lambda Chi Alpha

WELCOME HOME ALUMNI
AND FRIENDS!!
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University Center Board plans
diverse programs for students
By MICHELE CARLTON
News Editor

Concerts, guest speakers
and Wednesday night
movies at the Currie Center
are a few of the programs
coordinated by the University
Center Board, a branch of the
Murray State University
Student Government Association.
According to the UCB
operating principles, the
purpose of the University
Center Board is to "serve and
unify the interests of the
students, faculty and staff of
MSU and the university
service region through effective programming and policy
recommendations for the
operation of the Currie
Center."
Brian Van Horn, president
of UCB, said the organization
acts as t he program board of
the University.
"We have always had X
number of programs as a
standard," he said. "Our
main focus right now is to
diversify the programs. One
way is by changing the types
of programs and the times
they are given."
UCB consists of the chairmen of the 11 programming
• , committees, the Student

.

:,',..
''
It

University Center Board
President - Brian Van Horn
Secretary - Mark Whitaker
Treasurer • Jason Hawkins

Faculty Advisers: Dr. Farouk Umar and Dr. Gene Garfield
Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

Government Association vice
president, secretary and
treasurer; and two appointed
faculty representatives.

Students wanting to serve
on t he University Center
Board must submit applications to the UCB selection

'

POUCEBEAT
Sept. 22
7:56a.m. Intrusion alarm set off in Sparks Hall. Employees
arriving for work triggered it.
3:27p.m. Report of a stolen bicycle in 1000 block of College
Courts.
9:09 p.m. Fight in progress at Carr Health Building. Two
"
males ejected from game and building.
Sept. 23
7:35 a.m. Auto accident at 16th and Hamilton streets; no
injuries reported.
5:12 p.m. Problems with skate boarders at Waterfield
'
Library. They were dispersed.
6:57 p.m. Student reported being harassed in the Regents
Hall area.
Sept. 24
\
1:49 a.m. Student stopped by Kentucky State Police for
speeding. Student was found in possession of less than eight
ounces of marijuana. Held in Calloway District Jail.
9:05 a.m. A rental car from Benton was recovered on cam·
pus near Regents Hall. MSU student arrested pursuant to a
. Marshall County arrest warrant. Both the student and the
vehicle were returned to Marshall County by the local
~~~re.
:
•
Sept. 25
:
6:12 p.m. 911 Call. Cheerleader injured-unconscious at
Carr Health Building. Transported to Murray-Galloway
County Hospital by ambulance. Treated and released.
7:18p.m. Juvenile injured in front of Wing Foot Golf Shop
at 5:15 p.m. Boy was riding hie bike when he hit a car and
flipped his bike. The vehicle did not stop. Reported to Murray
Police Department.
10:09 p.m. Some MSU students attempted to take some
alcoholic beverages into Franklin Hall. When an officer arrived the students ran, leaving a non-student with the
beverages. Non-student gave the beverages to the officer.
No charges were filed.
Sept. 26
12:10 a.m. Disturbance at dance in Stewart Stadium.
Non-students left when told to do so.
1:26 a.m. Disturbance at dance in Stewart Stadium. Persons dispersed.
4:12 a.m. Window broken on north end, second floor Richmond Hall.

committee. The committee is
''established to ensu re that
appointmen t to UCB is an
unbiased exercise, representat ive of all areas of SGA,
and promotes a positive and
diver 11e composit ion t hat
provides for t he continued
level of excellence in programming at MSU."
The selection committee is
composed of three chairmen
from UCB, one senator-atlarge, one senator representing an academic college, two
members of t he execu tive
committee, one member of
t he Judicial Board. This
committee is chaired by the
UCB p resident; who has a
vote only in the event of a tie.
Van Hom said this committee has been effective in
the selection of board members.
"This committee has helped to eliminate any popularity contests. Every~me has an
equ al chance to be on the
board, but you must be
willing to come down to the
office and get involved,'' he
said.
The University Center
Board meets every 'l'uesday
at 4:30 in the Tennessee
Room of the Currie Center.
Editor's Note: This is ti1e second story
of a three part series on the Student
Government Assoc1attOn.
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LACE & IVY. LTD.
Downtown Murray - On the Court Square
. (502) 753-3225 .
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• Aerobic Classes Available

•• Lowest Rate In Town

August Moon
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Mike Ray, Owner
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H OMECOMING SPECIAL:
All dinner entrees include
a free cup of soup

EXPERIENCE THE POSSlBUmES 0~' A CAREER WHICH
OFFERS YOU THE BF...sT INCOME AND ADVANCEMENT
POTENI'IAL. Set the facta on 80 OROWTH OCCUPATIONS.
WhJch career to choose hu alwaya been a clifficuJt quutlon.
But here Ill belp. The new CAREER REPORT SERJES baa
the lnfonnaUon you need to make the beat d«lllloo for your
~r eearch. Major chanl(ee have taken place In the laat
10 yeant and are eUll In the maklng...CH005E A CAREER
NOW that ha. th,. beet opportunt!ea for INCOME I:'OTii:N·
TIAL OROwnt and ADVANCEMENf for the NlndJca.
·c~ for the Ntnd.Je." U.ta over flO OC!cuve.Uou., wb.Jch
accordJng to the lateet government and prtvale reee~bca
have the very beet opportunlll('a for eub•tautJal 8J'OW1h
durtng the c:otJUna 10 yean. Only oceupat.looa whJcb haft
an eat.l!natu growth rate of 15'14. of more were cboeen'occup4lUona whJcb have an eaUmated growth In c:xccae of
25% are abown In bold.
Careu reporU are concl.e(' to brleftog of a given
oceupaUon. They V1llY ln length from approldmately 4-12
pegu. Eacll report g1vea the Vital facte you need to have!
oJob deecrtpt.lon •Environment/working condlUona
•AdY'aJlCeiiient potential •Orowth potenUal • Lal.foal aaJ.uy
lnformat.too eTratnJng requJnomenta. Alllnfonnatlon Ia
based on the laateat g~nt and wtuaby reM&n:h.
ORDER NOW-Only $9.00 per career report. $7.50 for ten or
more.
FIND our ABOUT INm.REST'INO CAREERS-DON'T W.ASI'E

•

Mon- Thurs.
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

970 Chestnut St.

L-----------------------------------------
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Hours:
6 a.m.- 10 p.m.
6 a.m. - 8 p .m.
7 a.m. - 8 p .m.
10 a.m. - 6 p .m.

r----------------------------------------1
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Luncheon Special
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All you can eat buffet
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much more
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~

Mechanic on duty!
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Real estate major
flesidence hall programs p_rove
and minor dropped
~o
be
educational
and
entertaining
.
By PAM DIXON

Residence Hall Programs - October

1

l:ialls are both informational
~nd
entertaining. Each
month resident advisers plan
programs for their halls.
: ''The purpose of the
~rograms
are to expose
students to many different
t~pics that can contribute to
them becoming a welli.ounded person," Phil
Parrish ,
p ro gram
coordinator for the residence
halls, said.
; Students can learn and be
~ntertained when they
participate in the programs,
he said.
· Re.sident Adviser s must
make students aware of the
programs and get them to
become involved in the
residence halls.
One strategy they use i.s
publicity or advertising. In
addition, ther e is the
P.ersonal factor or personal
attention, Parrish said.
' "For example, a RA may
call someone or knock on
their door," he said.
Programs are s~ctured to
give students t he information
that they may not get in the
classroom setting. There is
also entertainment for the
residents.
Information about writing

•Clark Hall

Make the 89st of School Oct. 15, 7 p.m.
ChtiCI<mate Oct 17, noon
What Would you do In an EmtH'f/9flcy Oct. 20 , 7 p.m.
Bltmdfng Famly nme and Job Oct. 22, 7:15p.m.

• Franklin Hall

• White Hall
Co-Ed Volleyball Oct. 7, 6 p.m.
Thf1 MSU MBA program Oct. 12, 7 p.m.
Getting It Together Oct. 13, 7 p.m.
Your Future: Do6slt Look Good? Oct. 21 , 7:30 p.m.
Hypnotism for Everyday Llfe Oot. 27, 2 p.m.

Consplracyft'I'U6 or Falss? Ocl22, 8 p.m.
Applyfng to Post-Graduat9 School Oct. 5, 8 p.m.
Aids and STDs - Myths and Facts Oct. 5. 7 p.m.
8. Y. O.N.G and B. Oct. 12,8 p.m.
A Step Up th9 Corporat9 L.add8r Oct. 12, 8 p.m.
How Safety can Save You Stress Oct. 14, 8 p.m.

• Elizabeth Hall

Shootln' Hoops Oct. 21 , 7:30 p.m.

• Sprihger Hall

•Hart Hall
FeudlnQ for Pizza Points Oct. 6, 7 p.m.
Hall to Hall WaJieybsJI Oct. 8, 7:30 p.m.
Which Choice Is the Right Cholc8 Oct. 20, 7 p.m.
Knocl< Oot Night Oct 20, 8 p.m.
Campus Fun Run Oct. 20, 3 p.m.
A Night of S6x-Soc/aJ Frtunfls Oct. 22, 8:30 p.m.
M68t th9 S6x6S Oct. 22, 8 p.m.
Resume Writing Oct 29, 7 p.m.

Writing a Winning R6Sume Oct. 8, 7 p.m.
A Nlght at the Movies Oct. 10, 7 p.m.
Games "R.. Us Oct. 25, 10 p.m.
Slumber Party Oct. 30, 9 p.m.

Ufesavers Oct. 12, 7 p.m.
Bowf-G·Rama Oct. 13, 6 p.m.
Self-Defense Oct. 16
Rape? VIolence or S6x Oct. 19, 8 p.m.
Everything You EV91' Wanted to Know Oct. 26,
7:30 p.m.
An Evoolng of Poetic Spirit Oct. 28, 8:30 p.m.
Halloween Door D9corating Cont9st Oct. 29, 7
p.m.

•Woods Hall

• Regents Hall

A9f0blcs S68slon Oct 8, 8:15 p.m.
Spaghetti SoclaJ Oct 10, 6 p.m.
When I Grow Up, I Wanns 89 a .... Oct. 13, 7 p.m.
Dreams Oct. 14
Scruple Marathon Oct. 15, 7:30p.m.
Resesrch Paper: Learn How to do Thflm Oct. 19, 7 p .m.

How to Dress to I/TfXess Oct. 6, 8 p.m.

Stress Bustsrs of Regents Hall Oct.. 14, 7 p.m.
Helping the HurrlciJne Victims Oct. 15
MSU International Oct. 15,7 p.m.

• Hester Hall
Hall to Hall Wallyball Oct. 8, 7 p.m.
Long Lasting Emotional Eff9cts Oct. 22, 8 p.m.

• Call your hall dlr9Ctor for more Information on
th9sa programs

I
Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

resumes. date rape and stress
management are some of the
programs the halls provide.

Entertainment programs
such as: games "R" us, hallto-hall walleyball and door

decorating · contests give
students a break from
stressful classes.

MSU TV-11 RETURNS
Monday 6 and 10 p.m.
News Makers - Public Affairs and
campus issues with moderator

4 tfi tBirtfiday Ce{ebrationl
Oct. 5th - 9th

Kristi Bauer

Register for

Free Casting Service
to be given away Friday at 5 p.m.
''Wii.ere ?"our Ttfeas tz'urn 'To (jofd"

~E:E1

J~ T.

many people in the community still take the real
estate courses to qualify for
r e al estate brokers' and
sellers' licences.

~aff Writer

~ RONDA MCELROY
Reporter
• Programs
'
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.10r
res1' dence

tee, Jeweler

Dixieland Center

759-1141
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CABLE CHANNEL 11
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broth€ .. :.~~ Of AXA
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Thursday 6 and 10 p.m.
Info Weekly- News Magazine
q
•
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for and about MSU c~
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MANUFACTURERS'
"CENTS OFF"

1

The Murray State University Board of Regents
recently approved action to
eliminate the Real Estate
"We ce rtainly intend to
major and minor.
continue the real estate proBill Seale, chairman and gram a s long as we can,"
professor of mana gement Seale said.
and marketing, said classes
Karl Wuest, adjunct proare still being provided for fessor
of management and
those who choose to take marketing, teaches Real Esthem.
tate Principles, Real Estate
"The main purpose behind Marketing and Office Manthe real estate associate agement.
program being dropped is
"Many students who are
that only a few students took
now
in the classes are taking
the classes to obtai n a
them for elective purposes.''
degree," Seale said.
Wuest said.
The Univer sity still provides real estate cla sses in
Carol Underwood, a nonPrinciples of Real Estate, traditional student from BenReal Estate Office Manage- ton, said that she is taking a
ment and Real Estate Fi- real estate course to becoiDe
nance.
eligible for a real estate
Seale said an average of 60 license.
to 80 students each semester
"I'm r eally not affected by
take the courses, which in- the change, but I think it is
clude one daytime class and sad there will no longer be a
three at night.
program,'' Underwood said.
"We recent ly r eceived a
Melissa Guill, a junior
grant froiD the Kentucky from Marion, said she is
Real Estate Commission for taking a real estate course to
the amount of $11,999. The help her become a paralegal.
grant will allow the · Uni"The class helps students .
versity to continue to teach get more of an understandreal estate courses," Seale ing of real estate, expecially. 1
said.
if they plan to buy a house or
Joe Hedges, director of the invest in real estate," Guill .
MSU News Bureau, said sai d.
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NEWSBRIEFS
Competition to close soon

National Fire Prevention Week

The 1993-94 competition fo; Fulbright and other grants for
graduate study will close Oct. 31. Students may apply for one
of the some 670 awards which are available to over 100
countries.
Applicants must be U.S. citizens at the time of application
and hold a bachelor's aegree or its equivalent before the
beginning date of the grant, and in most cases should speak
the language of the host country.
Application forms and further information may be obtained
from University Fulbright Program Advisers or by writing to
the Institute of International Education, 809 United Nations
Plaza, New York, NY 10017. Requests for application
materials must be received before Oct. 15.

Graduate students in the department of occupational safety
and health will sponsor an informa~ion booth observing National Fire Prevention Week from 9 a.m.-3 p.m. Monday
through Oct. 9 by the west entrance on the second floor of the
Curris Center. They will present filt\u; and literature on fire
prevention and have smoke detectors and fire extinguishers
on display.

Alpha Delta Pi 25th Anniversary
Murray State University's Epsilon Omicron chapter of
Alpha Delta Pi social sorority will celebrate its 26th anniversary this homecoming weekend. The chapter will host a din·
ner and dance at the Murray Country Club at 7 tonight. A
come-and-go reception will be held at the chapter house at
1313 Main St. Saturday morning during and after the
Homecoming parade. All alumni are welcome to attend the
reception and the game with the collegiate chapter members
after the parade.

Photo by BARRY JOHNSON

QUEEN CANDIDATES

The Purchase Area Health Education Center (Purchase
AHEC) has announced the addition of another Continuing
Education Program designed to alleviate the nursing shortage in this area. The course is designed to allow those LPNs
who have left the nursing field to return in a minirnun
amount of time. It includes a 12-week at-home study cow·se
and 80 hours of clinical experience under the guidance and
supervision of a registered nurse. It is open to all LPNs in the
12·county Purchase AHEC, which include Ballard, Calloway,
Carlisle, Crittenden, Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Livingston,
Lyon, Marshall, McCracken and Trigg.
Fw·ther information and course materials can be obtained
by contacting the Purchase AHEC at 502·444-8011 or by
writing Licensed Practical Nurse Refreshe:· Course, Purchase Area Health Education Center, P.O. Box 7769, .
Paducah, KY 42002-7769.

. .•
•
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.. '
I

'
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• FOR YOUR INFORMATION

One · ~f these five students will be crowned the 1992
Murray State Uni versity Homecoming Queen Saturday.
Pictured from left are Glnna Curling, a senior prephysical therapy major from South Fulton, Tenn.;
Bethany Hall, a senior biology/pre-med major from
Murray; Shannon Barnhill, a junior journalism and
political science major from Fort Leavenworth, Kan.;
Kwanda Hornbuckle, a freshman organizational
communications major from Murray; and Shannon
Stroud, a sophomore fi nance major from Paducah.
The queen Is selected In a campus-wide student vote
held on Thursday.
••

Licensed Practical Nurse course

..

BIS degree celebrates fifth year

.

The Bachelor oflndependent Studies (BIS) program at Murray State University recently celebrated its fifth year of
awarding degrees.
Murray State began awarding the BIS in December 1990
and since then more than 50 students have earned the
degree.
The BIS degree is administered through the Center for
Continuing Education and Academic Outreach and has a
special admissions process which requires attendance at a
day-long seminar.

• Meeting. Alpha Phi Sigma, national honor society for criminal
justice, 3 p.m. Monday In the criminal justice office to hold elections .
The meeting is open to Interested nonmembers.
• Meeting. MSU Academic Team, 6:30p.m. Thursday in Room 323 of
the Special Education Building.
• Meeting. Marketing Club, 6 p.m. Monday in the Cumberland Room
of the Curris Center. Dues are $10 per semester.
• Meeting. Advertising Club, 7 p.m. Tuesday in the Ohio Room of the
Curris Center. Dues are $25 for the school year•

1

Congratulations
ginger Jitdams
&
... ...,..._,;

.9Lmy r.Bo'UJ{and
for making
J.V. Cheerleader
Dry-clea.a.lnll & Alteration•

l

'

.frour Si.ster~ ..of
Yl{pha Omicron Pi

,., ....~ "
Bel -Air Center B. 12 th St.
"t~

!JL{plia tJJe{ta Pi
"fJJie

~irst

Plate Lunches Daily
Homemade Desserts

Love,

Monday·Saturday 7:30 a.m.-11:30 p.m.
Sunday 9 a.m.- 11 p.m.

,,._

Present this ad and receive 10%
off anything on the menu

-GO

RACERS!!

COME SEE US FC R ALL
YOUR HOMECOMING
PARTY SUPPLIES!

ani ~inestn

25th .!Jlnniversary
....

t£psi{on Omicron weCcomes
a{{ of our distinguisliei aCumnil!,...·,

P.O. BOX 212
PARIS, TENN&SUI 38242
WINES a LIQUORS (801) 842-7714
PARTY BLOCK (801) 842-7388

,

REMEMBER DON'T DRINK & DRIVE

::

~~~~~~~~~

~~

Candidates for
U.S. Representative
'DeiQocrat ToiQ Barlow
·~
aqd ·
Republicaq Steve HaiQrick

F
A
L

••

\Viii debate
Thurs. Oct. 8
at 7:00 p.111.
CURRIS CENTERBALLROOM-EVERYONE WELCOME!
\.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
~The

Last

of the Mohicans'.
MSU instructor
•
appears 1n film

I

·'

By KRISTIE HELMS
Editor in Chief

This summer one Murray
State University faculty
member found the bright
lights of Hollywood t u cked
away in the forests of North
Carolina.
Ted Franklin Belue, a
history instructor, spent seven
weeks as an extra on the set of
The Last of the Mohicans in
Asheville, N.C.
"Most of the time (during
filming) I was a gunner with
the British and French," he
said. "I also did a lot of
shooting off ramparts and
various things."
Belue heard about the movie
being filmed through his
work in other historical
reenactments.
"I heard they were making
this so I sent pictures and
portfolios of my work to
agents in Los Angeles," he
said.
Appearing as an extra in
the film was not as easy as it
might sound, Belue said.
"We trained for a week in
18th century war drills doing
things like 5.2 mile runs,
push ups and sit-ups," he said.
"It was really to cull out
people. You had to be in pretty
decent shape."
The training conditions
were similar to a boot camp,
he said.
"Our training officer even
co-wrote the book Platoon, and
they brought him out there to
whip us into shape," Belue
said.
In addition to being paid for
their work, extras received
meals and lodging, Belue
said.

...
·.::•.
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"They gave ua three meala
a day plus lodging but it
wasn't much, • he aaid. "We
stayed in tente for three and a
half weeks. I alept in my car
a lot."
The completed film is a
fairly accurate depiction of
life in the 18th century, he
said.
"They tried to strive for
authenticity. They made a few
comprom ises," he said.
"Someone that knows the era
could go through and pick it
apart, bu t the average person
won't be able to tell
anything."
The weeks of drills ' and
marching were worth the ·
effort, h e said.
' "There was a strong sense
of camaraderie among the
caat," he said. "I gained a lot
of friends and that was worth
it."
Belue first saw the
completed film last week, he
said.
"I saw it twice Friday (Sept.
25)," he said. "I went in, saw
it, came back out and saw it
again."
Although he spent weeks on
the set of the movie, he does
not appear in many of its
scenes, he said.
•
"I'm visible a couple of
timea in the film, but you'd
have to know where to look." a
Being picked as an extra iii
the film was not difficult,
=
Belue said.
"Pretty much anybody that
was upright and breathin~
could do it. They even too&
women sometimes and
dressed them up as m~" ~
said. "But it was a great waY.
to spend a summer."

'Mohicans' leaves
lasting impression
By PATRICIA CASH
Viewpoint Editor

I never thought it would
happen, but I have finally
found a topic on which the
movie critics and I agree The Last of tlu! Mohicans.
The critics are. labeling it
"the best movie of the year"
and an early Oscar favorite. I
am inclined to agree.
Even though being a big
history buft' and part Indian
may have contributed to my
liking of the movie, it is
definitely the best movie I
have seen in a long time. It
has something for eveeyone action, romance, suspense,
credibility, breath-taking
scenery,
a
beautiful
soundtrack and eo much
more .
Based on James Fennimore
Cooper's novel of the same
name and set in 1757, the
movie is well worth the price
of admission. It is definitely

..
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a--------~-----------movie to be seen on the D11i·
screen. Oscar award winne~
Daniel Day-Lewis is likely tct
win another of these
prestigious awards for hi~
portrayal of a white who was
adopted by the Mohicans when
his parent s were murdered. :
The motion picture is '!
beautiful piece of work by 20th
Century Fox which shows the
ferocity of the Huron Indians;
the harshness of life in the
wild erness, the struggle
between the French and
British for possessions in the
colonies, and the deep emotion
felt in being the last of a
vanishing
people,
the
Mohicans .
This movie has claimed ita
place on my list of favorite
movies which also includea
films such ae Glory an d
Dances With Wolue• (I told
you I was a history buftl).

'Buddy Holly
Story' comes
to Paducah
Staff Report

Sunday'll be the day for Bud·
dy Holly fans, as the Paducah
Community College presents
The Buddy Holly Story.
The Tony-nominated musical
features 29 songs from HollY,
and the Crickets, the Big Bop·
per, and Ritchie Vale~.
The musical offers glimpse
of the musicians killed in the
plane crash that inspired Don
MacLean's classic song
American Pie.
;
The international touring
company has performed in New
York, London, Australia and
Toronto.
'
:
The Buddy Holly Story will bE!
presented at the PCC Theater
Sunday at 3:30p.m. and again
at 8.
:
Tickets are $12 for adults an4
$5 for students. For more info~
mation call 554-6216.

a

by J(J.SJ..IliA

WILKES

A glimpse into the entertainment world
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City officials study
Chestnut expansion
By KRISTIE HELMS
Editor in Chief

Getting around the city of
Murray may be a little easier
to do if a plan currently
u nder study to widen
Chestnut Street receives
approval.
The Murray City Council's
Public Wor ks Committee
authorized the mayor and
city officials to collect the
costs and other data that
would be involved in
widening Chestnut Street
from 12th to 4th Streets.
"We think Chestnut Street
is a road that needs
improving," City Planner
Don Elias said. "It is the
second-highest travelled road
in Murray next to ' 12th
Street."
The proposal would make
the portion of Chestnut Street
a two-lane road with a turn
lane in eenter.

FOOTBALL
Continued from Page 1

"The existing right-of-way
that the state owns is
sufficient to build this road,"
Mac Fitts, director of
engineering, said. ''No rightof-way will have to be
a cqu ir ed."
Construction on the road, if
approved, would not begin
until next fall Mayor Bill
Cherry, said.
"The preliminary design
is done. Now we'll take this
and do a construction design
which we could have done by
spring. It would be aroun<l
fall of next year before actual
construction starts."
The state would pay for the
project's construction costs,
Cherry said.
"The city wou ld be
responsible for moving the
utilities and obtaining the
right-of-way," he said. "The
state will do all design and
construction costs."

to operate athletics.
"I do not think our first
thought ought to be to cut - it
ought to be to grow," he said.
However, during a time when
not only is the economy bad but
the University is trying to raise
money for a special events
arena, Kurth said he was not
optimistic.
"It is difficult to raise money
·in western Kentucky at this
time," he said.
And speaking about the
arena, he Raid that while the

CAMPAIGN
Continued from Page 1

responded loudest at Bush 's
charge that Clinton raised
certain taxes in h is h ome
state of Arkansas.

• gas tax, h e
"He raised the
taxed mobile homes and ca ble

Page 11A

University has not secured the
bonds on the arena nor the full
$2 million from donations, its
future is not in jeopardy.
The school is still $300,000
short of the $2 million goal.
During much of the discus·
sion, Kurth reiterated several
times that the arena is not be·
ing built for basketball but as
an economic development for
the region.
Kurth would not elaborate as
to where the arena will be
located, but said the school has
worked hard with the architect
to keep the 8,050-seat building
to $20 million.

T.V. and oh yeah, he slapped

a tax on beer," Bush said.
Bush's opening act at the
Clarksville event was country
singer Crystal Gayle who led
the crowd in singing "Coal
Miner's Daughter," "Rocky
Top" and a take-off of "Won't
You Come Home Bill Bailey,"
tit led "Won't You Go Home
Bill Clinton."

COUPON!

Continued from Page 1

tured skull, several broken
bones in his lower right leg, a
broken first lumbar vertebra,
and permanent damage to ·his
left optic nerve.
Frederick's wasn't the only
emergency the rescuers had to
contend with. The downed
power lines set a nearby house
and mobile home on fire, and
two onlookers received elec·
trical shocks when the lines

touched the wet grass they
were standing in.
Renee Simon, 9II's segment.
producer, said the story h~
everything she looks for in <8
segment.
·
''We look for a story that is
compelling and dramatic, in·
volves heroic efforts, contains a
lesson to be learned, and is re·
creatable," she said. "We'll
follow the story from the acci·
dent all the way through his
recovery."
Filming will take place
Thursday through Oct. 11.

Clarifications--------A commentary in the Sept. State were obtained from the
of Institutional
News should be clarified to Planning and Research.
In an unrelated story,
say that the $75 increase in
Myers
was
the student activity fee does Deanne
not go entirely to the MSU incorrectly identified as a
Theater. Instead $1.26 per home economics major in the
student is given to the theater preview of The Nerd. She is a
theater arts ~or.
each semester.
Also,
in an
article A story concerning meal
concerning equal pay issues, plans should have said that
the salaries of men and 3,000 more meal plans were
women faculty at Murray sold' this year.
25 edition of The Murray State Office

r ----------------,
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Catherine Frazier
and

A Pull IJne of Paint IJnnbar. and Concrete Blocks
for 'l'bole CUstmn Shalf Urillsl

Adrienne Pankey

10% OFF for YSU FACULTY and STUDENTS

1

I and FILTER
I. U p to 5 qts. l OW -30
I. Lube Chassis
I. New Oil Filter

SJQ991
EXPtru: tO.l1·92

I
I
I

• Excluded: Salas Items, Cash and carry,
and Spedal Ordem

on making the "Racer Girls" squad

Bel-Air SboppiDI
aton lloure:
Center
.._.ay.Frld8J 7 :30 •.m. • • p.m.
o·llo0
latunley I Lftl. • 4 p.m.
7
. . . . . , 1 p.m• • .• p.m;
7! 7

Love,
Your Sisters in
Alpha Gamma Delta
'

SHOW

COUPON I

I

~olidaylnn

MAYFLOWER RESTAURANT
:Servino .Plmeritan anti Chinese Menu.'

Hwy. 641 South
759-4819

WELCOME ALUMNI!
Starting September 28 • Dinner Buffet

$5.95

Monday-Thursday ONLY • 5 p .m .-8 p.m.

Friday &: Saturday Buffet Includes:

DAILY LUNCH BUFFET
11 a .m .-2 p .m.

DINNER BUFFET
Every Friday & Saturday

$3.95

5 p.m.-9 p.m.

~omecoming

$6.95

Playing October 7
3:30 1719:30 p.m.

Only $150
with student ID.

·········· · ···· · ······· · ······························ · · ~ ······· · ····· · · · ····· · ··········· · ···· · · ·· ··

Dance
I 0 p.m. • 1 a.m.
Saturday
Oct. 3, 1992
Currls Center
Small Ballroom
Admission: FREE

Good Luck
Racers!

Welcome
Alumni!
'

Sp~nsored
by:'
Bouslug Program. ):
•

Councll

v

ofM~

· Mlno~ty Advisory

•

·Councn

A Peoples First Corporation Bank

( photography by
Alllson Photography

''Home of the Racer Special Account''

•• utt

Member FDIC

refreshments will be
served
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:·PRE·GAME FESTIVITIES
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"CROWNING OF HOMECOMING QUEEN"
• Homecoming Parade • 9:30 a.m.·
• Tent City Homecoming Festival and Reunion •
11 a.m.
• Stewart Stadium. Everyone invited. Tents for
colleges,bookstore, school relations, alumni
association, athletics and more. Food
available. Held rain or shine.
• Homecoming Game • MSU vs. Austin Peay
at 2:30 p.m., Stewart Stadium. Pre-Game
festivities at 1:30 p.m. include crowning of
Homecoming Queen at 2 p.m.
•

Dance • Curris Center Ballroom,
1 0 p.m. to 1 a.m.

..

Years
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Clinic encourages well

Health insurance
provides options

By AMY HELM
campus Life Editor

By KELLY MENSER

Learning how to keep germs
from spreading is a concern
that all college students
should share, especially in
preventing infections from
taking control of a normally
healthy body.
Roberta Garfield, director
and certified adult nurse
practioner at Murray State
University Student Health
Services, plans to broaden the
focus ·of the center to include
taking care of the healthy
students.
"As part of a new wellnessoriented Student Health
Services, we are providing
resources to inform students
of positive health behaviors,"
she said. "'t is time for us to
treat situations before they
happen. As a country, we treat
everything when it hits a '
crisis situation."
This change was initiated
by the American College
Health Association in an
effort to improve the health
and well-being of American
college students.
Its recommendations, listed
in the booklet Healthy

Statistics show that
most accidents occur in or
near the home, where
Mom can handle the situa·
tion . However, when
students leave home for
college, Mom is not
around to kiss a boo·boo or
serve a bowl of hot chicken
soup. That's where health
insurance comes in.
Most family insurance
plans cover "children" un·
til their 23rd birthday. At
that time students must
either buy their own plan
or risk a large cash payment before being treated
for illness or iJ\jury.
If they decide to become
insured, students have a
variety of policies from
which to choose.
One of the most popular
is the major medical plan,
which covers office visits,
medications, emergency
room services and partial
hospital costs, said Bob
Nanney of Bob Nanney In·
surance Agency in Murray. However, such extensive coverage can be very
expensive, especially for
students.
"If they aren't covered
on their parents' policies,
students should look for a
reasonably priced major
medical policy," Nanney
said.
The average cost of such
a policy for males below
age 24 is about $35 to $50
per month, and $65 per
month for females, he
said.
A major medical plan
usually pays 80 percent of
health care costs up to
$5,000, after the insured
has paid a deductible
ranging from $250 to
$500. The insurer then
pays 100 percent of theremaining claim of more
than $6,000, up to $1
million to $2 million,
depending on the policy,
Nanney said.
Another option for
students is the basic
hospital surgical plan offered by the Donald Henry

Ccmpu• 2000: Maleing it
Happen, includes 300
objectives that provide a
framework for broadening the
scope of college health.
One important area that is
changing
rapidly
is
demographics.
"Traditional college age
enrollment is down, while the
number of non-traditional
students is up," Garfield said.
"These students are older,
possibly starting second
careers, and have families
and a job."
Another change is the
increased number of ethnic
and international students.
Their needs have to be met as
well.
"Since
the
campus
represents a multi-cultural
community, the selection of
health
objectives
and
atrategies must be diverse,
creative and flexible," she
said.
With the implementation of
wellness
education,
a
reduction in the amount spent
on treating illness will occur.

State Farm Agency in
Murray.
"It's a good policy for
students because it's
reasonably priced," said
Julie Wilson, administrative secretary for
the agency. However, this
policy only covers inpatient surgery and hospital
stays.
Murray State Universi·
ty offers two health in·
surance plans to students
through the MEGA Life
and Health Insurance Co.
The Minimum Benefits
Plan is very limited and
does not provide outpatient services. For a student, the annual cost of
the policy is $93.
The Broad Coverage
Plan, which is recom·
mended by the University.
covers hospital, surgical,
anesthetic and private
nursing costs. It also helps
pay certain office visits,
physiotherapy, emergency
care and ambulance services. A student may buy
the plan for $386 per year.
Still another option is to
risk an iJ\jury or sickness
without having an insurance policy, which
could be dangerous, Nanney said.
"Legally, you can't be
refused treatment if you
don't have insurance," he
said, "but sometimes it
can get pretty technical."
Kelly Brown, a
sophomore graphic arts
major from Rockport, has
been without insurance
since he turned 22 last
fall. Recently, he went to
see a doctor for an illness,
but could not be treated
without payment in full at
the time of visit.
He went to Student
Health Services on campus, which is free to
students and does not require proof of insurance.
Brown said he found the
center to be more convenient than going
elsewhere.
"But you don't get the
specialized, personal at·
tention," he said.

Staff Writer

Illustration by JOSHUA WlLKES
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"We can save $65 billion a
year on smoking-related
illnesaes
and. deatti.s,"
Garfield said.
Among the high priority
health issues noted by ACHA
are: sexual health, alcohol
and drug abuse, stress in a
competitive educational
environment,
nutrition,
social and e,motional health,
injuries, rising health care
costs, decreasing university
dollars and health insurance.
The main target group for
this project is 18-26 year olds
because people are Dlost
vulnerable
in
the
developmental stage of late
adolescence and young
adulthood.
''They also have the greatest
potential to achieve national
illness prevention goals,"
Garfield said.
Promoting wellnesa on

campus would help deuease
the cases of injury and
violence that snay kill or
disable students before ap 25
and discourage lifestyles that
may negatively affect health
in the future.
In one of its journals, the
ACHA recognized the value of
campus health centers.
"College and university
health services, by virtue of
their location in institutions
of higher education, are in a
unique position to pursue the
new health agenda of
prevention and wellness.
During the past two decades,
campus health centers have
quietly developed some of the
nation's most innovative
health-pron1otion programs."
"The dramatic advances in
medical technology have
actually had little impact on
the health and longevity of

Americans," Garfield a aid.
"However* the most simple
and inexpeuive act• of
eliminating the harmful
effects of stress, alcohol,
smoking, poor nutrition and
other negative health habits
appear to be profoundly
effective in preventing
disease and prolonging life."
Despite the obvious value of
student health services,
studenta may face difficulty
obtaining care in the future if
action is not taken.
According to ACHA, the
entire field of health care is
facing ever increasing prices,
increasing demand, new
technology and shortage of
personnel.
In addition, health care is
quickly becoming a buaine88
driven by how much revenue
can be gained instead of the
old carinJ, humane field of
the put.

Sexual heatth, drug abuse among students' top concerns
By AMY HELM

concern students," she said.
"Education has worked
When tbinlcing about health because the number of people
issues, many students have who smoke has decreased and
ch.an.ged their focus from the people are using seatbelts."
Sexual health
bumps and bruises they
attracted when they were
Sexual health, which
younger to more mature includes semally transmitted
illnesses such as sexual diseases and the mv virus, is
health.
of primary concern on college
Roberta Garfield, director campuses.
and certified adult nurse
In
addition,
family
practioner at MSU Student planning or preventing
Health Services, knows what unwanted pregnancies, is a
health , issues
concern top issue.
students.
"People aren't getting the
"Education is the key to message about STDe because
many of the issues that we are seeing an increase in
campus Ufe Editor

diseases wCh as syphilis and
gonorrhea," Garfield said.
In order to promote sexual
health, students should form
monogamous relationships in
which the two partners make
an agreement to be faithful
semally and stick to it.
Garfield recommends the
use of condoDls because they
offer the beet protection
against sexually transmitted
diseases.
"Men should use condoms to
prevent the HIV virus," she
said. "I think the campus is
becoming more aware about
using condoms because of

information that haa been
provided about the dangers of
this diseaae."
Of the 9,626 visit. to Student
Health Services from June
1991-May 1992, 2,136 viaita
dealt with STDs and family
planning.

Alcohol, drug abuse
The use of drugs and
alcohol is also a concern
students have.
"I have noticed that more
students Hem to be choosing
not to drink, smoke or do
drugs," Garfield said. "The
big topics tight now are
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Throwing wet towels on the floor and leaving
food wrappers on the furniture may be safe at
home, but it may be unhealthy if done in the
residence halls and not removed.
In addition, anything that is not kept clean is
a breeding place for germs that cause illness.
Judy lyle, registered nurse at Murray State
University Student Health Services, provides
tips for guarding against illness in the residence
halls.
Story on Page 58

tobacco and steroida."
Soc,~...l
ti na1 health
AJX:CJrding to a booklet titl d
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Two of the most unportant
M Bt~&ng
a
h.o&ce About ·
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te
Smolein.g, more •nd more tesues ~
a ca gory are

·
t t
people are choos1ng
no o
smoke. A few years ago, more
than 50 ~rcent of all adults
in the Umted States smoked.
Now, lese than 30 percent
amoke.
"Smoking is the greatest
cause of preventable illness
and early death in the United
States," Garfield said.
As for steroids, students who
use them run the risk of
contracting the HIV virus
because of injections.

Health services

,..
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Murray State University Student
Health Services offers two new programs to help students stay healthy.
One program called Ask-a-Nurse
features Louise Anderson, health edu·
cator. She will be available to answer
questions from 9-11 a.m., Oct. 14 in the
Currls Center Rocking Chair lounge.
Another service caJied Health Une
features a phone number students can
use if they have questions they would
be more comfortable asking by telephone. Students may call 762-3809
Monday-Friday from· 8 a.m.-noon and
1-4:30 p.m.
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Dealing with depression
may be as simple as talking
with a friend or even making
an appointment with a
counselor.

Measles vaccine

(
c

depression and v1olent
behavior.
"More and more cases of
violent and abusive behavior
are being reported," Garfield
said. "This ie not because
there are necessarily more
people reporting then1, but that
violence is on the rise."
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Of all the diseases students need to

be aware of today, measles is among.
the top on the list.
Anyone who was born after 1956
should have two doses of live measles
vaccine. Since this is a 1989 recommendation, many students have not.
had this immunization.
•
Measles, a highly contagious dis- ~
ease, Is more severe in adults than in •
children. Severe complications can ~
occur, which could lead to death.
:
For further information, check with :
your family doctor or local health de:- :
partment
•
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Tanning? Be cautious
By HERB BANKS

Allen said his business suggests that all its new clients
The sudden craze of tanning begin at this level.
in a can has raised a few
"The tone and texture of a
eyebrows concerning the safety person's skin is a factor when
of the tanner and protection of time limits are considered,"
Allen said.
facility owners.
Bob Allen, owner of The
The beginner with a light
Tropics Tanning Salon, said, complexion should consider
"It is best for someone to check starting at about 10 minutes,
out the facility before tanning while those of a more medium
to·see ifthe facllity knows what dark complexion can stay 20
they are doing. ·•
minutes. Those people who are
Allen said the busiest time of naturally dark can stay the
the year is from Jan. 1 to the maximum length of 30 minutes
when first visiting such
end of May.
facilities.
Beginners need to start with
"Kentucky has passed a law
no more than 15 minutes and
work their way up to longer that requires tanning facilities
not to allow someon~ to stay
visits.
Staff Wrtter

over 30 minutes per visit,"
Allen said.
Because tanning beds are
much like lying out in the sun,
the risk of burning is also
present.
Allen suggest that when a
burn occurs, aloe should be ap·
plied to help healing. Staying
out of the sun and tanning beds
would also be wise.
Goggles a lso should be worn
to pr otect the eyes.
"If a client comes in and
doesn't have goggles we often
loan a pair to them," Allen
said. "Everyone should wear
goggles."
The average cost of tanning is
$3 per visit.

Photo by

Tanning beds like th is one at VIdeo Gold are popular among many Murray State
Student s. However, some precautions must be taken when using the beds to avoid
burns.

New Zealand tennis player misses home cooking
By LIBBY FIGG
Staff Wnter

For 18-yenr-old Susan
Moulder, being halfway across
the globe from home means she
is trying new things, especially
foods.
Moulder, a freshman sports
psychology major from Lower

Hutt, New Zealand, is attending Murray State University
on a tennis scholarship.
Moulder bas been in the
United States on vacation and
also on the tennis circuit, so she
knew what to expect when she
came. She has noticed differences in many aspects of

everyday life, especially in the
food.

"Americans eat a lot more
rubbish, like donuts and pancakes fot! breakfast," she said.
Moulder said a traditional
dish in New Zealand is roast
chicken or roast lamb with
roasted potatoes, peas, broccoli,
carrots, cauliflower and cheese.

"That is our traditional dish Here, everything seems to be
on a Sunday night in winter," cherry-flavored. Everything is
either cherry-flavored or
she said.
peanut butter."
She said snack food also is difMoulder said one of her
ferent in New Zealand.
favorite snacks is pate, a meat
"There are not as many spread mixed with spices that is
brands of potato chips in New available in many flavors.
Zealand," she said. "We don't
"I like cracked-pepper pate on
have anything cherry-flavored. little round crackers," she said.
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She said New Zealand has
McDonald's and Kentucky
Fried Chicken restaurants, and •
that everyone goes to
McDonald's.
Moulder said New Zealanders
are worried about skin cancer
because they are so near the
Antarctic, where t he hole in the
ozone layer allegedly is located.
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College students lead Most depend on medicine chests
non-nutritious life style
By JIMMIE BROOKS
Reporter

By REV CRAIG
Reporter

Good nutrition is an integral part of a healthy person's
lifestyle. Unfortunately, college students often lead nonnutritious lives.
"Many college freshmen eat fast foods high in fats and
calories which may cause weight problems," said Sally
DuFord, u registered dietitian and associate professor in the
department of home economics.
"To lead a nutritious lifestyle, students should eat a wellbalanced diet with fruits and vegetables," she said. "They
should snack on fat-free or low-fat products such as pretzels
or some brands of crackers.
"Students can make wise food choices from the foods
available to them from Murray State's food services."
DuFord said eating the right foods and proper exercise go
hand-in-hand.
Scientific rcseat·ch indicates that exercise may improve
health by reducing blood pressure, toning muscles and converting fat into energy. It also promotes a positive self-image
and reduces stress.
Differences between men and women need to be considered
when one attempts to observe good nutrition. Women need 15
milligrams of iron a day, while men need only 10.
Students may determine how much fat and calories are in a
food by looking up the information in a food composition
table, getting infol'mation from registered dietitians or the
American Henrt Association, or by reading labels on food produds. Most packaged foods list the number of calories and
the grams of fat in a serving.
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Most students on the Murray
State University campus
already have
personal
medicine chests for the most
the
common illnesses,
headache and the cold. But if
a prescription was needed,
where would they go since
MSU Student Health Services
cannot give out medication?
The basic medications that
most students have in the
dorms, which include aspirin
and cough medicine,
are
used for headaches and cold
symptoms that are often
caused by the rapidly
changing temperatures and
t he air·conditioners in the
dormitories.
Jeanette Santiago, an
exchange student from Puerto
Rico, said she takes care of
her own medicine, but she
thinks about the people who do
not have access to medication.
"I came prepared with my
own m edicine from Puerto
Rico, so I have no need for
any aid," Santiago said. "But
I t hink there should be some
aid for people who can't afford
med icine."
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Tlsha Usher, a senior speech communication and
theater major from Benton, has her throat checked by
nurse Judy Lyle. The staff at Student Health Services
provides assistance to students when they are ill.

Bridget St uart, di sease
intervention coordinator for
Student Health Services, said
the center is not very visible,
but still tries to bring more
students into it .
"Some students come here
with the average cold that
anyone can cure," Stuar t
said. "But those students just
need to come in and have
someone tell them what they

should do, which just makes
them feel comfortable."
Most students usually just
get common illnesses that are
curabl e by medication from
rom the average drug store.
If a student needed a
prescription, then what would
he do?
"I would just go to a doctor
somewhere in Murray," said
Heather Heffiin, a freshman

from Paducah. "If I had to, I
would just go home and see a
doctor."
Another student agrees that
he would look in Murray for
medication.
"There's always a place ht
even the smallest cities, such
as Murr ay, to ge t a
prescription for a parti cular
symptom, "
sai d
E ric
Gressman, a freshman from
Buffalo, N .Y.
If a student
needed
prescribed medication but had
no money, Student Health
Services has emergen cy
.f unds to help purchase the
medicine.
"If a person is in need
because of an emergency,
then we will do the best we
can," Stuart said.
The employees at Student
Health Services do want to
help the students in many
ways, but sometimes an
illness cannot be cured very
easily. That is why the center
hesitates to give emergency
medicine out to the dorms. To
them, the students' safety and
health are more important.
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Home remedies offer Solutions to everyday problems
By BRIDGET PEAKE
Reporter

Have you ever heard of eating
purple grapes to prevent the
fl u? Or putting yogurt on sunburns to soothe the pain? How
aQout roll-on antiperspirant for
insect bites?
These are just some of the
thousands of home remedies

people use to cure some of their
everyday ailments.
Most of us remember Grandma telling us her cure for a
headache or what to do for the
hiccups. Though they seemed
strange and unusual, many of
these cures actually worked.
Folk medicine and modern
medicine both began the day so-

meone cut his finger on a rock
and tried to find something to
stop the pain. From there,
medicine men and healing doctors developed the cures for all
ailments.
In her book Feed a Cold,
Starve a Feuer, Carol Ann
Rinzler lists cures for all types
of health ailments, stating

whether they are fact or fiction.
Some of the more useful ones
are:
• Put a cold steak on a black
eye to prevent bruising.
• Drink milk to douse the fire of
a peppery chili or curry dinner.
• Bathe in oatmeal to stop the
itch from poison ivy or other
irritants.

• Drink honeyed tea to soothe a • Press a cold knife or coin
against the back of the neck to
sore throat.
• To stop a bloody nose, put a stop the hiccups.
small piece of newspaper, white
Home remedies are an imporpart only, under the tongue two tant part of our cultural
heritage. Although they are not
or three times.
• For headaches, put one- used as much as they once
quarter teaspoon of salt in a cup were, their value as folklore
of warm water and inhale the means we should remember
them for our children.
steam .
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Dorms may breed infection

Food storage Kic~ Off HOM~tOMINC W~~K~ND Wit~
necessary 1n
l01aqM~M
residence halls
I

By PENNY RIDENOUR
Reporter

An apple a day may help keep
the doctor away. but a lack of
personal hygiene may make
you ill.
Living in a residence hall
may be unhealthy if proper
measures are not taken.
The notion that sickness
breeds in damp, dark places is
not necessarily true. Ann G.
Minor, nursing instructor, said
anything that is not kept
routinely clean is a hazard.
"Any environment can produce .micro-organisms that
cause illness," she said.
She said the main line of
defense against illness is,
suprisingly, one's skin. An in·
fection must find a point of entry whether it be through the
respiratory tract or an opening
in the skin.
Judy Lyle, a registered nurse
at Student Health Services,
said the best ways to guard
against illness in the residence
halls are:
• vacuum or sweep rooms
weekly. Dusting is also helpful
because dust particles in the air
trigger a llergy-like symptoms
in some people.
• wear socks or shoes at all
times. The feet are susceptible
to tiny nicks that allow infection. An infection called
planter'.s wart may occur under
the right circumstances, and
athlete's foot is also a danger.
• Bathe carefully.
• cut toenails straight acro::;s to
guard against ingrown
toenails.
• use the same towel no more
than three to five times. Clean
linens on the bed and towels are
an important guard against the
common cold.
• wash hands frequently. This
is especially important if you
are in contact with a sick person. Hands can be direct
transmitters of germs from a

Page SB ,

By JENNIFER DONIA
Reporter

Winslow Cafeteria's togo line is a popular way to
get a hot meal fast on cam·
pus. With hectic class and
activity schedules,
though, students cannot
always eat immediately,
and proper food storage
often is overlooked.
For students who frequently take their meals
to their dorm rooms, it is
important to eat the food
within an hour or keep it
in a refrigerator for later
consumption, food services
director William Benriter
said.
Take-out food from
Winslow is safe to store in
the styrofoam containers
because these containers
are a lso mict·owaveable.
"If you stick it (the meal)
in the refrigerator and
later heat it i n a
microwave, it would be
O.K., but it won't taste
very good," "Benriter said.
Patrick Shryock, an
undeclared freshman from
Versailles, uses the to-go
line frequently, but eats
his food right away.
"I store food in the top of
my closet,'' Sl',ryock said.

Photo by MELISSA FARNUM

Elia Velez, a senior accounting ma)or from Humacao,
Puerto Rico, takes t ime out to do some cleaning in her
dorm room. Regular cleaning Is Important In preventing
Illness causing microorganisms.
surface to the respiratory tract..
• Keep showers and toilet
bowls disinfected. Although no
sexually transmitted diseases
can be contracted from a toilet
seat, crab lice could be
transferred.
But even if all these precau·
tions are taken, illness will still
be present on campus.
"The chances of getting sick
are much greater in such a
close, confined area," said
Kathy Davis, White Hall resident adviser.
This thought wa~ confirmed
by Minor, who added lack of
sleep and improper diet as
causes of sickness.

"Their (students) lifestyles
are more important to personal
health than hygiene," she said.
Cathern Wyatt. White Hall
custodian, said a variety of
disinfectants is used in the
residence halls, including
household bleach. Special care
is used to make sure these products do not become a problem
in themselves.
Personal hygiene is a normal
part of a student's routine.
"If you have had good health
all your life, and you have good
nutrition, good sleep and good
exercise patterns and that kind
of thing, you will stay healthier
longel'," Wyatt said.
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Beru·iter said there is a
simple way to determine if
stored food is going bad or
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Schedules aid students
By HERB BANKS
Staff Writer

Scheduling a time for relaxation and play can often be a difficult task for students who attend school full-time and also
work.
Students who have trouble
managing their time can visit
the Center for Counseling and
Testing, located in Ordway
Hall.
Bill Allbritten, director of
counseling and testing, has
good advice for students.
"Students who map out a
time schedule for eating, sleeping and studying will notice
their weeks are pretty well
taken," he said.
•
Allbritten advises students to
be cautious of full loads, and be
sure not to overload.
A brochure provided by the
Counseling and Testing Center
shows ways for busy students to
organize their schedules to help
meet goals.
A time-management schedule
can be helpful for achieving
more goals, more free time and
a balanced life. Just as impor·
tantly, it also can help students
meet deadlines.
" Managing time between
work and school is hard because
I have to make time to study,"
said Stephanie McDowell, a
junior English major from
Marion.
"If you want to do something
bad enough, you will find the
time to do it," she said.

By ROB HART
Assistant Campus Life Editor
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Illustration bY JOSHUA WILKES
Christy Beane, an undeclared
freshman from Murray, said
she likes to work and attend
school because it keeps her
occupied.
"Being in a sorority works

out great," Beane said. "It
gives me a time to study during
study hours."
"If my grades start to fall, I
will have to cut out some
recreation," Beane said.

CONGRATULATIONS

f.i
~~·I
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Bestadvia3
always came
from mother
on your

When it comes to staying healthy, many Murray
State University students
find the best advice came
from their mothers.
For Rick Nail, a senior
criminal justice major
from Mayfield, this advice
incl ud ed eating h is
vegetables, exercising, not
eating or drinking after
others, and staying away
from friends who are sick.
"I try to exercise a · lot
and eat right," N all said.
"I eat a lot of fruits and
vegetables."
Van Herndon, a
freshman business administration major from
Dover, Tenn., said his
mother gave him the same
advice that most of his
friend 's mothers gave
them: to dress for the
weather, eat a wellbalanced diet and
exercise.
"All mothers go to the
same school for what they
tell their children," he
said.
Herndon has not always
been able to follow his
mother's advice.
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Dwain Taylor
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1411 Main Street· Murray, Kentucky 42071

Call: 502·753·7117 • Fax: 502·753-1398

TIRES, T'IRES, TIRES
New and Used Tires
at

Study Next Summer in the

WAREHOUSE · -eiRE

United Kingdom and lre~and

I

400 Industrial Rd.

·=

753·1111
Free Mounting and Bslsnclngl/

MSU faculty will be teaching MSU courses in Englartd, Scotland,
and Ireland next summer. Why not join them? Earn academic credit
and enjoy the experience of a lifetime!

Sigma Sigma Sigma
Alpha Chi Chapter

Courses include ..•
... in Dublin, Ireland, and Glasgow, Scotland •••

·

• Bill Payne·· Co~parative Agribusiness- the United States,
·

the United Kingdom, and Ireland (AGR 551)

• Judy Payne- Culture and Cuisine"of Ireland and Scotland (HEC 597)
... in London, England ...

• John Dressler ·· The Heritage of British Music (MUS 550)
• Gene Garfield •• Government and Politics of Western Europe (POL 551)
• Kenneth Tucker - Shakespeare and His World (ENG 548)

..••plus more· than 35 courses
taught by faculty from other universities

\

50th Anniversary
WeCcome
.52lnnWi{{iams
!J{gtiona{ President

For infonnation, contact: Dr. Ron Cella: 762-4532
Dr. Gary Hunt: 762-4518
'
Ms. Linda Bartnik: 762-4152

....... Cooperative Center for Study in Britain
I

t.
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SPORTS
Homecoming •92
Racers have chance to overcome losses against APSU in front of home crowd
t.

By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD

,"

Sports Editor

.
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Losing by 66-6 after getting
beat 48-9 has not helped Mike
Mahoney's popularity, nor the
cause of a team that has had
two losing seasons and is
fighting a budget battle.
The only compliment to come
out of Saturday's game was
from a former player who was
on the 1959 squad. That was
when the Racers lost to Middle
Tennessee State University
55-0, Murray's previous worst
loss at home. He thanked
Mahoney for replacing the old
record.
To say that the team needs to
bounce back from lwo
devastating losses would be an
understatement, but to dwell
on the losses would hurt Murray going against Austin Peay
State University Saturday.
Mahoney said he learned early
in his career not to carry the
hurt of a loss too long.

Blocking has not been the
Speaking of a full -team
meeting Monday, Mahoney
said a lot of concerns came out.
and the younger players made
their voices heard.
"Some of the younger ones
spoke up,' ' Mahoney said. "One

Another part of the problem
afternocm, all the team can do is
is the young offensive line.
talk, 1\lahoney said.
On paper. Austin Peny and With two sophomores who did
Murray appear to be similar not start last year, a red-shirt
teams that have faced similar sophomore and a sophomore
opponents. However, if one who played tight end last year,
went by comparative scores, there's a serious lack of
Murray would still lose, having experience.
lo~t to the same opponent
"They just need to play in
Austin Peay beat Saturday games like Saturday night to
<Southeast Missouri) and bv a raise their level of play,"
wider margin to Eastern· Il- Mahoney said. ·
linois (Austin Peay lost to EIU,
Finally, the defense is hur14-~ l.
ting. Cornerbacks Eric Ingram
But Mahoney snid the Racers and Beau Brown have been out
are going to use Austin Peay to of the lineup, with Brown out
for the season due to knee
stop end their losing ways.
''We'll takf.! all measures and surgery in June. Jimmy Stratmt:ans to do it," he said.
forte of Murray's offense.
One ol'tho~c measures will be
making adjustments in the
said that it is time to stop talk- kicking game. Blocked punts in
ing and time to :.tart kicking three of the first four games
have hurt :\lurrny.
some tail.
''Fil·st we broke down on our
"It boils down to the fact we
feel that we are better but we punt covm·agc, and then on our
are not proving it on the field ." punt protection," he said of the
Until 2::30 p.m. Saturday ~ITSU game.

'•
I

I

ton, starting inside linebacker,
is lost for the rest of the season
due to recurring shoulder problems. Other players have been
lost for grades and Proposition
48, which has taken away a few
recruits Mahoney said he hoped
The one thing going for Mur·
ray against Austin Peay is the
fact that Roy Gregory, APSU's
head coach, does not like to
throw. For the season, Austin
Peay has rushed 220 times and
thrown only 38 times.
That allows Murray to concentrate on fewer defenses,
Mahoney said.

r

..

Tangerine Bowl, OVC title characterizes 1948 team
per game, to 7.8 for eleven opponents.
The climax to the season was an invitation to the Tangcripc Bowl in Orlando,
Fla.. where Murray played Sui Ross
ITexas l Stnte College, The game ended in a
tie, but it was a banner year for the football
program.
1948 also was the year that Munay foot ball legend Gil Mains was a freshman. ,
Mains, a member of the Murray Stalt•
Football Hall of Fame, had an incredible
four years at Murray.
He led MSC to two more OVC champion·
ships, in 1950 and 1
and was captain in
l.~:t,1l ,. ~
t ~
i 9 \.,.
~'fter gradua~ing, Main!lljoined the armed forces for two years, then in 1953 was
drafted by the Detroit lJions, with which
team he played profe~sional football for
nine years.

By JENNY WOHLLEB
Staff Writer

•

With the controversy raging over the
future of the Murray State University football prog1·am, one wonders about its past.
Has it produced any professional
athletes? Have there been any championships? Bowl games?
The answers are "yes, yes and yes" and it all happened the same year.
It was 1948, the school was still known as
Murray State College - and the Racers
were at their best.
It was the first year of the Ohio Valley
Confl!renee. Murray won nine gameSt~
one and tied one.
MSC shared the OVC championship with
Evansville State. The only loss was to
Eastern Kentucky, 6-0.
Murray scored an average of 26.3 points

111

I.

Muins also was a professional wrestler
during the ofT-season of 1955. working
against some of that era's most famous
wrestlerl-i .
Today, Mains owns his own company,
Great Lakes Industrial Contracting, in
Toledo. Ohio. He is married, hns four
children and t.hree grundchildren.
Like many Murruy Slate alumni, Mains
tries to keep up ';Vith tho school. He said he
still follows Mun·ay State football, but does
not like the propof'al to divide the OVC into
two leagues.
:.1 think it's horrible," Mains said. "You
might as well I a ve jntramurals. If you
n ·~a/kOOd:fbotWlll am i~clps with the
atmosphere on campus. It gives you
credibility."
Mains will not be here for homecoming
this ye ar , a s he' s ha,•ing kriee
replaceme nts done on both legs.

OM(
VISITOR
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Volleyball team takes first

'I

A three-game home stand moves MSU team to 8-3 record, 4-Q in OVC, surprises many fans and ooaches
By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD

MSU volleyball outlasts APSU in l iv9

Sports Editor
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It's not the fact that the Racer
volleyball team is 8-3 that has
everyone surprised.
And it's not the fact thaL the women
are currently in the driver's seat in
the Ohio Valley Conference.
What has caught everyone off guard
is that the players are the same ones
who went 12·21 last yeal".
"We definitely have caught some
people by surprise.'' first-year coach
Brenda Bowlin tiaid.
The quetition most usked of Bowlin
is who she added to the team ,.,.ho has
made the difference. The only "new"
member to the roster is assistant
coach Aaron Moore, but he ha1:1 been
with the women ghagging balls for a
few years.
Bowlin said tht' element that's mak·
ing the team click this year is that the
ladies are enjoying the game.
"They are really having fun,'' she
said. "They are intense but relaxed."
The women arc also mature enough
not to break down under pressw·e and
mistakes. Bowlin said that when they
make mistake::; they bounce right
back in the next game and correct the
problems.

Staff Writer

Most of all. Bowlin said the women
are playing like a team, and repeals
many of the thinga she has said
before.
·'There's no one pe1·son really taking
control,'' Bowlin said.
The stats tell that story, too. In the

•
•

1946
1990
1990
1992
1924
1959
1990
1963
1968
1945

•
•
•

6()..0

Bethel College
Middle Tenn. State Unlv.
Indiana State Unlv.
Westem Kentucky Unlv.
AutUn Peay State Unlv.
Unlv. of Georgia

55-0
52·0
50-0
49-0
49·0

and went on to a 16-14 wm.
The Governors carne back to even the
series at 2-2, thumping Murray 15-5 in the

fourth game. Dearwortb scored a point on a
serve, and Bailey added another on a spike
to provide the bright spots for the game.
The Rac~rs won the match with a 15·11
victory in the fit h game. The closeIy fought
scrap saw nc.itherteam open a leaJ of more

6-0 run for a 7-2 advantage. The Governors had leads of9-3 and ll-5 in route to
the 15-13 in the first game.
The second game was a tight battle in
the early going. but MSU broke it open

Murray's 66 · 6 loss was not only the worst at home, but one of
the worst in MSU's history. Here are the top ten worst losses:
Mississippi State Unlv.
Unlv. of Louisville
Morehead State untv.
Middle Tenn. State Unlv.

The women continued their gn~at piny in
the third game, jumping out to a 10-3 lead
on spikes by Bailey and Sarah.Dearworth .
APSU came back with a 5-0 run to close the
gap 10-9. but Murray choked off the rally

0 in the Ohio Valley Conference with a
five-game win over Austin Peay State
UniversityTuesday night at Racer Arena.
Austin Peay opened the scoring with a
point on the fJ.ISt serve. Murray State
struck back when Renee Bailey earned a
point on the serve followed by a spike
from MeJisa Webster for a 2-1 Racer lead.
From that point Austin Peay went on a

On the down and down69-0
68-0
69-6
86•6

15-12 win.

The Murray State Lady Racers volleyball team improved to 8-3 overall and 4-

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
••

with an 8-0 run for an 11-3, putting the
second game out of reach early to tie with a

SCOTT NANNEY
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Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

than five points. Bailey and Dearworth

again had spikes for the Racers.

Racer head coach Brenda Bowlin was
pleased with the effort.
"I was very pleased with the level of
confidence and play shown by our team
tonight," she sa.ici "We came out and did
what it took to win amd played together as
a team. That is the sign of a mature t~."

Bailey and Dearworth led 1bc Racers ,
with 25 and.l8 attacks respectively. Den-

ise Donnelly topped her school record of
52 assists with 64.

." ~..
"We were kind of sb.akey at fim.t~ but
came together and played.real batd,"Blilley
said ...Austin Peay has a great ddeo.sive
team, but we also playcd.well'deferiSively ,
and came together as. a team."
·· ·

three games Murray pl11yed this
week, seniors Renee Bnilcy, Sarnh
Dearworth and Melisa Webster had
kill totals of 62, 42 and 43. The only
figure that stands out un the pages
belongs to center Denise Donnelly in assists, in which Donnelly broke

If~
~~

>.

RACER REPORT
Calling All fans

With the introduction of the MSU marketing
and promotions department, more and more
people have been flocking to MSU to see the
Racer home teams in action.
The basketball games have seen an increase
in spectators converging in the Racer arena.
The Steve Rich-directed marketing and promotions department promotes the Racers
throughout the region, and organise promotional activities to entertain people at games.
Story on Page 108

ht•r own record Tuesday night with 64
in five games.
With such team play, Bowlin said
the wins have not been flukes, and added that the success has not gone to
her head.
" lt feels good. but it's still early,"

•
Bowlin said. "Anything can hapJten."
Part of that "anything" could be losing on the road. The last time the
team travelled, they went 1-2.
But that was against national
powerhouses University of AlablimaBirmingham and Sam Houston State
University. This time the Lady Racers
meet Middle Tennessee State ' and
Tennessee Tech, two teams predicted
to finish below Murray in pre-season
opinions.
Bowlin said she doesn't know what
to expect from the two OVC rivals, but
playing on the road should give her
team the experience it needs when it
goes to Southeast Missouri State,
Eastern Kentucky and Austin Peay
State, the tougher teams in the
conference.
MTSU is coming ofT two losses!
which gives Bowlin some worry. Tech
also plays strong at home.
"I think they will be tough games,"
she said.
However, Murray has never beaten
Morehead and Eastern on the same
weekend. and adding last year's conference champion as a victim has
given the Racers a big boost going into
this weekend's series.
"We should have a lot of confidence
going into the games." Bowlin said .
~

Racer of the Week
Chris Barriger, one of the top MSU
cross country runners in recent years,
has been named as this week's Racer
of the Week by The Murray State News
Saturday, 8arrigar finished third at
the Missisippi State Cross Country
Invitational with a time of 25:41 among
a field which included some of the top
Southeastern Conference runners .
Barrigar has been having an excellent season this fall as lead 111an for the
Racers. Last week he.was named the
OVC cross country runner of the week.

Ch ris Barrigar

I

'i
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Proctor awaits
WLAFfuture

SPORTS NOTEBOOK
Donnelly erases record
Junior setter Denise Donnelly, who set a school record for
assists {52) in a match against Southern Mississippi, erased
her week-old mark when she accumulated 64 assists against
.Austin Peay State University on Tuesday night. She also
earned 22 digs.

By J.M. LANMAN
Reporter

Michael Proctor, a former
star quarterback for the Mur·
rny State University Racers,
has had his pro football career
interrupted by the recent
~uspension oflhe World League
of American Football.
According to an article in the
Sept. 18 issue of The Nelt• Yurk
Times, the World League was
suspended for one year by the
National Football League
owner·s. It said the owners are
going to u~ this time to study
the future of the WLAF, with
special emphosis on giving the
league a "more European
flavor·.''
Proctor, 25, from Sylvester,
Ga., was a starting quarterback
for the WLAI<~'s Montreal
Machine for two years. He was
the league's third-ranked
quarterback last season.
Most recently Proctor worked
two weeks on the Pittsburgh
Steelers' developmental squad.
Pittsburgh released him last
week because of a personnel
shift. Developmental squads
hold players in resorvc in case
starting players are injured.
Proctor now lives in
Evansville, Ind.
While at MSU, Proctor set 10
0 h i o V a 11 e y Conference

Deer season opens
Kentucky's deer archery season opened on Thursday and
will continue through January 15, 1993. Hunters are re·
quit·ed to purchase a hunting licence a nd a deer permit. The
season limit is two deer, one of which may be an antlered
deer.

Booster club holds raff'e
The Murray State University Rodeo Booster Club Inc. is
now selling chances on a spring 1992 bull calf donated by
Ridley Brangus Farm of Lynn Grove, Ky.
The draw, which is being held to r aise funds for the MSU
Rodeo team, will be held on March 23, 1993, the final night of
the MSU home spring rodeo.

AROUND TilE OVC
Eastern, Middle move up in poll
Eastern Kentucky University and Middle Tennessee State
University moved up in t he NCAA Division 1-AA after over·
powering their opponents.
MTSU made the biggest jump, from No. 12 to No. 8, after
waltzing to a 66-6 win over Murray State Univeristy.
Eastern assumed the NO. 4 spot after beating Tennessee
Tech University 35-0.
Middle's'win also moved them into first place in the Ohio
Valley Conference with a 2-0 record.

records, and won the OVC's
most valuable player award
three years. In 1986. his first
season, the Racers won the
OVC championship. He played
for MSU from 1986 to 1989.
Proctor said footba ll was wellrecci ved by European spec·
tutors.
"They loved it. They love
sports and they love the game,"
he said.
He said the recent court ruling, which had charged t hat the
National Football League's
free-agency system was illegal
under a nti-trust laws, was a
major reason for the WLAF's
one-year freeze.
He said about 90 percent of
the WLAF's players had had
some NFL experience.
As for the futu re, Proctor
hopes to either play for Montreal again if t he league
rc~umes in 1994, or return to
the Steelers if he has the oppor·
tunity. Proctor has a degree in
occupational safety and health,
and said he might pursue t hat
field if he does not continue in
professional football.
The WLAF is scheduled to
return in 1994, but accor ding to
a Sept. 17 article in The Times,
the outlook for the spring
league is cloudy at best; most
observers expect i t to fold.

We CongratuCate

CALL 753-2511 !!

danta dfa~ cDpmul df;.~ dhtia!
It's filled with
Christmas ornaments,
beau tlful collectibles
and gtfts, heavenly
edibles and more!
GIFf WRAPPING AVALAILABLE

~anta

I

.1

cf/-ttla

116 S. 5th St.

(west side of court square)
753-8212

Visa/Mastercard/Discover
Layaways Welcome
Monday - Thursday 10 a .m. - 5p.ru.
Friday 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m. - 5 p .m.

fJ\[?w :J{ong XPng
!RJ-staurant
Wefcomes !J{ome
Yl.{umni & :Friends

COLLEGE DISCOUNTS

Mirania 9{j{es

Lunclieon Special
Montfay - :Fritfay 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

ON ALL SERVICE

tWl

$3.10

PERMS & mGHLIGHTS

Joii !J[anagan

(

$35

JUST ASK FOR

JJ&Co

J

maKjng tfie clieerfecufing squaa/!

CHRIS

Love1
Your Sisters in
.9/Ip/ia t;;amma 'lJe{ta ,,. -

CENTRAL CENTER

Your car will shine so bright
you'll need shades!

IFJnimim

11 a.m. - 9:30p.m.
4:30p.m.· 9:30p.m.

Open 7 tfays a wu K._
CQ/I 753-if488
for Dmy-Outs

CHEERS
MARTIN. TENNESSEE

~WJill®JL£~~Im ~
fftr® llll

Suntfay- ~rilfay
Saturtfay

CO-ED VOLLEYBALL

The lluto Laundcp
1102 Chestnut St.
753-1331

r----------------------,
Present this coupon
with any purchase
and receive a
FREE PAIR OF SUNGLASSES

(whUe supplies last)
Expires 10-5-92

.
---------------------.

Campus Classic
A favorite on or off campus. Genuine suede uppers,
lightweight soles. and handcrafted All American
Made Construction. Available in tan su ede for
Men's sizes.

WEEKLY WINNERS RECEIVE T-SHIRTS &
BERrH FOR TOURNAMENT OF CHAMPIONS IN
.
NOVEMBER
GRAND PRIZE: $ 1000 IN CASH & PRIZES

STUDENTS
$3 ADMISSION

sHOe sensar1on

-•

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT:
(90 1) 286-4858 OR (90 1) 587-3231

71e ~ ~ .,. 71. 1Jnleee Alee

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
7 53 -624 2
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Kentucky Oaks Mall
443-1331
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Men's tennis
heads south

$

**

$$

By SCOTT NANNEY

Murray State's men's
tennis team has sent six
players to the Southern
Collegiate Championships
in Athens, Ga., being
played today through
Monday.
Mike Hall, Jimmy
Brooks, Scott Yarbourgh,
Pontus Hiort, Martin
Jansson and Jan
Fredrickson will represent
the Racers in individual
competition. They will
compete in Regions 2 and
3, against players from
the Ohio Valley Con·
ference, Southeastern
Confe r ence, Atlantic
Coast Conference and a
number of independent
schools, coach Bennie
Purcell said.

Rick Pltlno, head coach of the University of Kentucky men's basketball team,
was fn Paducah Tuesday signing copies of his book, Full-Court Press.

Alumni take the field
By ALLISON MILLIKAN
Reporter

Some 3540 baseball alumni
are expected to play in the an·
nual ' Old Timers' game
Saturday.
The game, which originated
in the early 1970s, will begin at
10:15 a.m. on Reagan Field as
part of homecoming festivities.
Head baseball coach Johnny
Reagan said invitations are
sent to all baseball alumni, but
not everyone is able to attend.
"We used to split them up into years, but that got com·
plicated," Reagan said.
tfommy Rushing, a 1960
graduate, said the game is a
"super get-together," and is a
chance to renew old
friendships.
Rushing, vice president and
lending officer at The Bank of
Murray, played on coach
Reagan's first team at Murray
State in 1958.
Murray won the Ohio Valley
C9P.{~end~ftW'ice and tied for it
orlce~1Ie,Rushing played.
John Yated; assistant dean of

continuing education at Murray State, also will play Cathey, a 1977 graduate who'll
Saturday.
a lso play Saturday.
Cathey, who is employed by
During Yates' career Murray
won the OVC title three times. Vanderbilt Chemical in MurYates said playing on Reagan ray, was a catcher for the OVC
Field is different than playing championship teams in 1974
on the old Reagan Field, which and 1975.
Dave Winder, weekend sports
was located where the Martha
Lane Collins Center for In- anchor for WPSD-TV, will pardustry and Technology now ticipate in his fll'st Old Timers'
stands.
game.
He said 1,000 to 2,000 people
Winder, who played fll'st base
would watch games at the old for the 'Breda from 1983 to
field. The baseball games at· 1987, was not only on the last
tracted many students who team to play on the old Reagan
were walking across campus.
Field, but was also the last
"They tried to create the player to hit a home run there.
same environment (with the
Winder said he looks forward
new field). The turf is actually to seeing old teammates that he
far superior,'' Yates said.
has not seen since graduation.
He said the only thing lack- He said this will be the first
ing at the new field is large homecoming he has attended
crowds.
since graduation because of his
Yates, who has played in the job.
Old Timers' game for about 10
Jeff Hale, a pitcher for the
years, said it gives baseball 'Breds in 1980 through 1984,
nlumni a chance to networ k also will play Saturday. He said
with a lot of old friends.
he looks forward to pla)'ing in
''It's just good to get out there "' hil se~ond ~ld Timers' game and play again," said Mike and bemg wtth other alumni.

1

"This is probably the
biggest tournament that
the team will have this
fall," Purcell said. "Most
all of our big tournaments
come in the spring."
Some of the men's
toughest competition wilJ
come from players from
the Southeastern
Conference.
Purcell said the MSU
players looked good in
their last match here in
which Murray won five of
six singles matches and
two of three doubles.
"We looked ~ery good in
those matches, and I am
looking forward to the upcoming tournament in
Athens," lie said. "It ·will
give us a chance to see all
of the good competition
out there and have fun
while we're doing it."
Jan Fredrickson said
he's looking forward to
seeing the best players
from each college.
"I was the No. 4 seed in
the last tournament we
had, and it was tough," he
said. "I know that all of
the best teams will send
- their best players."

SOMETHING NEW
WSRR

your dreams a reality?

$$

**
$$

CampusServe, a program to promote
new service activities on Kentucky
campuses, is offering, on a competitive
basis, eight $1 ,000 mini-grants for
innovative student-initiated service
projects. You and your organization can
$ $ apply by submitting a brief proposal by
$$
Oct. 7

Staff Writer

Wildcat Worship

* Need $1000 to help make

$$
$$
$$
$$
$$

$$
$$
$$
$$
$$

$$
$$

$$
$$
$$
$$

$$

For more information contact Jennifer Young
Student Organization Office 762-6953
or the Council on Higher Education
" "
(502) 564-3553
$$

!!

!"

$$

$ $$ $ $$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$ $ $

J

Chris

-.

T.J.'s

Bar~B-Q

Dellclous 1Bckory-8mokecl Bar-B-Q

STUDENT RUN RADIO

.@M!.
~

Sunday - James Carlton plays Contemporary Christian

.•.

Monday - Jenny Nott plays Alternative Rock
Tuesday • Jeremy Bland plays Top 40 Rock

We{come tJ3act
J2l.{umni & !friends!

Having a party? Let T.J.'s help you..• .
order your BBQ by the pound
Add beans and coleslaw, too!

Wednesday • Mark Griffin plays Heavy Metal
Sean Walker plays Hip-Hop Rap
Thursday - Eric Hagin plays Sound tracks and
Alternative Rock

Friday &:: Saturday BBQ Ribs, Ft.h ,CbJcken/
Night' Buffet
A Country Bam
i

CABLE CHANNEL 11

The place ain't fancy. but lt lho Ia lood. f'oo41

SUNDAY - THURSDAY
6:30 - 10 P.M.

806 Chesnut

HOTLINE 762 - 4739

753-0045

I

2Q-5QO;Q

'

OFF

All Merchandise
Store Wider
Credit Cards Welcome
Lay Away Now For Christmas
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENIER

753-1606
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Sports ads entice crowds
By TERRY HAREWOOD
Assistant Sports Ed1tor

Factors influencing aH~.ndence

Murray State University
A eurwy of 1,000 Alanta Hawka ~.~~and Aalodbasketball is bringing in larger
atea, ehowa why fans attel):l.gal'li8s~.·'-l r..:;..... ,,._._;•.<:c.
crowds at home games, thanks
.....
~••"-.'?.... ····•
to regional advertising by the
Game
MSU marketing and promo1.
supem. - ~
....~
1. ~
~xc:3.<48
tions department.
1.
Att8ndw/~ds
.:·
··
3.6.
5
.
•••...
2.·
..
~
..
entt>--~
.
~
~
..
·
•.
:~·
·;
3.34
Since the department was
s. Opponent ~
3.~..
~~Seat ·<' .
3.30
opened in 1990, Racer basket4. Good Seat
•
·, 3;44 : ~~Standings
3.20
ball home games have had a 29
12. Promotlonlgtv
\63 ~ ••.H: PromotlorVglveaway
2.49
percent increase in attendance.
...are mean averages.
"In that first year we started
Nurnl16rs
advertising in the newspapers Source: TEAM MARKETlNG REPORT
Graphiq by HEATHER BEGLEY
and on the radio, and basket·
ball attendance went up 28 per- Carolina State in the first he said. "We don't have a
cent,'' said Steve Rich, director round of the NCAA champion· budget to buy advertisements."
of marketing and promotions.
ships, in what some fans call
To overcome this problem,
Rich, a graduate of Southern the biggest win in Racer Rich said the department has to
Illinois University at Carbon- basketball history.
"rely · on trade-outs, maybe
dale, said it was advertising
However, attendance went trade some tickets for some
and good promotions which down 8 percent that year.
advertising, or The Murray
made the difference.
"I think that no matter how Ledger and Times will donate
"It was not that the program big or small you are, you have some free advertising to us."
hadn't been successful in the to market your product," Rich
Once people start coming to
previous years, and all of a sud- said. "With Murray being· a the game, keeping them is
den they had a great year,'' community of about 15,000, we another job for Rich's depart·
Rich said. "They have been really have to push to get out to ment. T-shirts thrown into the
having great years leading up Henry County down in Paris, to crowd every time a Racer scores
to the 1990-91 season, but it get out in Paducah, to get over a three-point shot, perfor·
was through the adver- to Hopkinsville. We have to mances by the MSU dance
tisements and the promotions cover a very wide area to at- team, MSU band and the
that we were able to attract the tract people to the stands."
cheerleaders all provide enter·
increased spectators."
Rich said that one drawback tainment for the fans.
The basketball team had been is the lack of a marketing and
"But promotions just serve as
having successful years prior to promotions budget.
something going on at the
1990. In the previous season
"All the outlets we use for game," Rich said. "Statistics
the Racers stunned North advertising are donated to us," have shown that they do not ac-

~kef-~;~'$~-"\ ~~S:.~~.~Iders

ltllr" '.

.,.,

·····

"

tually put people in the
stands."
According to a study done
January through April 1991
and published in the 1991
Team Marketing Report, pro·
motion~ ranked 11th among the
things which attract people to
the stands.
Having a top player and playing a good opponent ranked top
on the list.
Rich said he believes people
would be apt to go to games
when there is a good opponent
because "when you have a good
team, with good players, and
the opportunity is there to
defeat a good team, people want
to come out there so they can
say 'Hey, I was at that game
when we beat North Carolina
State' or 'when we beat Texas.'
"So the first priority is to attract people to the games. You
want to make sure they have a
good time; that's where the
advertising comes into play.
"Last year when Morehead
State came, you had Brett
Roberts, the nation's leading
scorer, playing against Popeye,
the nation's leading rebounder,
so we just made a match-up of
tyto of our nation's key
players," Rich said.
"This is a good thing to go
by."

Storey's Sport Stop
(fonnerJy Big

a

Baseball Cards)

Lowest wax pack prices in town
Large supply of common cards
Lare'est inventory ofNascar Haulers
inMUlT&y

Newest items in stock: Classic basketball,
Studio, Fleer b asketball, Hoops basketball
10% off all single cards to M.S.U. students with valid 1.0 .

Wac Intzmtor:y
BaeiMll aml1

NA SCA R racing
Footbtdl amu
Bakdbtdl cards
Supplies

502 Maple St.
759-1214

Young,
bright
talent
adds
spark
to
Racers
..
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer

While searching for a defensive end,
Murray State University head football
coach Mike Mahoney found just what he
was looking for in 6-5, 255·pound true
freshman Anthony Hutch from South
fulton High School in Tennessee.
. Hutch starred as a tight end and defen·
&ive end at South Fulton after being en·
couraged by a friend to try the sport.
: "I never got into much at school, but a
friend who was playing said that it was
fun, so I showed up at spring practice,"
Hutch said.
: During his high school career Hutch was
&elected to the all-district team three
~traiglit ~years. He remembers one game in
l>articular when he was used as a running
pack.

"One night the coach needed a running
back, so he stuck me in there," he said. "I
wound up scoring two touchdowns and running for about 260 yards."
Mahoney said Hutch is an exciting
player, and is going to be a great one.
"Anthony has lots of talent and desire,
and plays the game extremely hard,"
Mahoney said. ''He is extremely quick and
explodes off the defensive line with his first
step."
Mahoney said Kevin Gibbs has been .
switched to left. end from right end, which
is now held down by Hutch.
"Anthony is our starting right end and is
al~ on the field with special teams,"
Mahoney said.
When Hutch began practice this fall he
said he expected to sit on the sideline and
learn.

"I expected to just sit back and learn how
to play better in my first year, but now
since coach Mahoney is letting me play, I
want to all the time," he said. "Most of all I
just want to play hard and please the
coaches."
·
Racer defensive end coach Dick Adams
said Hutch picked up the defensive scheme
quickly.
"Anthony really has a nose for the foot·
ball,'' Adams said. "He has great ability
and runs very well. He's a very quiet per·
son on the field, in practice and in
meetings, but makes things happen in a
game situation."
•
Hutch's heads-up play not only has earn·
ed him a starting ~sition, but recognition
in the conference. He was named OVC
defensive player of the week for his game
against Missouri-Rolla.

~tobics S~ee1._ 1
October 19 -~

&RTNESS

2 for $5.99 Lunch Buffet

-Certified.
Reebok Step Aerobics

~

or

~·

Try our POWER CAFE
FOOD BAR

2 for $6.99 Dinner Buffet
r-------------------------~
~~~~.., BUFFET SPECIAL~~~

• Grilled Chicken Sandwich
3.25
Baked Potato
• Baked Potato
.99
• Soft Drinks
.50
• 32oz Smoothle Protein Drink 2.59

I

I
1
I

Call Ahead 759-4955
1413 Olive Blvd.
(Across from Ordway Hall)

SGA

Wednesday, Oct.14
*Leaves MSU around 7:30am*

•Drinks not included - spedal good through

$5

99

1 ..
:

.J

10-9-92

$6 r

:
1
I

2 all-you-can-eat
Dinner buffets .

99

:

L------------------------- .
•Drinks not 1nduded - spedal good through

.J

10-9-92

Lunch Buffet: Monday thru Saturday. 11 a.m.-2 p.m.: Sunday. noon-2 p.m.
Dinner Buffet: Monday thru Sunday. 5 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
Must present coupon when ordering.

Delivery Special:
Large, 1 Topping for $6.99

,1------------------···--·····~···
DELIVERY SPECIAL

1

&

Oct. 5-9 and 12-14
Direct phone line to governor's message
center to protest these cuts. Petitions and
letters available.
. Curris Center
2nd floor
1Oam-3Qm

2 all-you-can-eat
lunch buffets

~I

L------------------------r-------------------------,
:£~~BUFFET SPECIAL £~~bl

SGA

Bus trip
to Capitol
to rally against further
budget cuts in higher
· education!

~

~Cte;rS • 1

~0

o~ .G~"K:

y

Chestnut Street

1

Large, 1 Topping Pizza

$6 .9 9

I Must present coupon

expireS 1().9.92

~--············--···--·····--···

753-6656
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SCOREBOARD

.

·.. .

CROSS

Volleyball
~

COUNTRY

of ~ nlght'agame at

R..ults of,. ,...IIppi

Raotlr Arena.

MSU
EKU

Timmy Bland scored the Racers' only points Saturday.

Football
:MTSU

MSU MTSU
Firat Downs
16
14
Rushea/Yards..SS/233 <46/463
Paaslng................48
57
Att./Cof'I1)Jint .181313
51310
Total Offense.......246
497
Penalties/Yards.1YTS
9J91
Punts/Y.-da-........0/0
51130

66
6

:MSu

'MTSU 21 21 17 7
MSU

•

0

006

'MTSU · Dunson, 3, run (Pebillllddt.)
.MTSU - 0\.wlson, 7, run (Petrlll kick.)
MTSU • Dunson, 85 ,run (PetriiN kick.)
,MTSU - Bayless, 3, run (Petrilli kick.)
MTSU • Caldwell, 15, blocked punt return
(PetrHII ldck.)
MTSU • Ly()fls, 87, run (PetriUI klok.)
MTSU • Dt.llson, 47, run (Petrflll kid<.)
MTSU • Petrlll 54 tleld goal.
'
MTSU · Lyons. 85, run (Petrll kick.)
MTSU • [)kt(eon. 2, run (Petrfll kick.)
MSU • Bland, 14, run (Lombard kick
failed,)

I

15 11 15 8 15
12 15 10 15 11

Overall Men's
Team Placlnga
2. L..,cUelana Tech

55

KILLS • Mwray State (55), Renee
Baley 21 , Mellsa Webster 15, Sarah
Deanvorth 14, Arrry Rhodes 2,
Stacy Geralds 1, Denlee Donnelly 1.
ASSISTS • Mwray State (25),
Denl8e Donnely 17, Bebla Rubin s.
Sarah Oearworth 2. Amy Rhodes 1.
DIGS • Murray State (78), Rene
Baley 16, Sarah Oeatwol1h 13, Amy
Rhodes 13, Denise Donnelly 11,
Belnda Rubio 8, Melita Webster 8.

3. Mlmly Stldl
4. NOI1hwelt cc

71
80

Individual MSU
Men finishers

, 3. Chrfa Blntgtr

ClwtN.......

Overall Women's
Team Placlnga

lndlyldual Ltldtrs
KILLS • Murray State (46), Renee
Bailey 1s, MeUsa Weblter 14, saran
Dewwonh 10, Stacy Geralds 3, Arrrt
Rhodes 2, DeniM Donnelly 1.
ASSISTS • Murray State (45),
Denise Donnelly 41, Beth Blair 2,
Renee Bailey 1, Bonnie BaQnlnaJd 1.
DIGS • Murray State (66) Renee
Bailey 16, Beth Blair 11, Sarah
Dearworth 1o, Amy Rhodes 10,
Denise Donnelly 9, Mellaa Webster
6, Belinda Rubino 2, Stacy Geralds
1, Bomle Bagnlnlkl 1.

25:41
Z'/'146
28:05
28:<»
28:37
31 :Z1

12. ~Wild
13. Stevon F\Obtfta
20. Ray Egbert
23. Brian Bemell
25.

Results of Saturday nlghfs game
in Racer ArMa.
MSU
15 15 15
Morehead St. 7 8 9

lndlyJdua! Leadera
RUSHING • MSU, Bland 62. Mosby 40,
Lewis 40, Patton 36, Edwards 18, Asher
13, Cox 11 , McGowan 9, Sapp 4.
MTSU, Dunson 191 , Lyons 190,
Dlrkson 46, Bayless 30, Akridge 6.
PASSING • MSU, Lewis 1513/1, 48, 0
TO, 21 long, 0 aacb, Moeby '21012 , 0 TD,
0 long, 0 sacks, Colby 11010, 0 TO, 0 long,
0 sacks.
MTSU, Holcomb 51310, 57, 0 TD, 31
long, 0 sacks.
RECEIVING • MSU, Redmond 48.
MTSU • Crowdef 35, Partal 22.

1. Ytalnlp 9tMe 24
2.VInitrba
47

3. L.oUana Tech
4. Mtmly a.

56
100

Individual MSU
Women's finishers
17.
19.
20.
21 .
23.

Sarah Dearworth soars high to make the play against
Austin Peay on Tuesday night In Racer Arena. The
Racer women emerged winners 3-2.

Melody Helgetlon
LattmaPowel
Monica l<ootnwl
Jonla Htlldrtdct

21:02
21:o9
21:41
22:30

Km SIMrtey

24:3S

The numbers behind the action
\

•

..•

I

I

..•

1. Mlslsalppl a. 18

!nd!y!dua! Llldtrs

. ' t. t,..
I

.st.te Croa Cocnry lnviWoM/.

.

...
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PERSONALS

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

The Slst81'1 of Alpha Sigma
Alphawlshtocongratulatethelr
active of the month, JULIE
FOX. Keep up the great jobl

Congratulations Amy and Met·
ody for being nominated for
Homecoming Court We Love
Youl The sisters of Alpha
Sigma Alpha.

Dear World • Happy! Happyl
Joyl Joyl I'm 21 and you're
notl I think you've heatd me
koockln', now you know I'm
comln' InI LEGALLY yours,
BcyanT.

The staters 9f Sigma Sigma
Sigma would like to thank AI·
pha Tau Omega for a great
mixer.

• EARN EXTRA INCOME •
Eam $200-500 weekly mailing
travel brochures. For Information send a stamp addreeaed
envelope to: ATWTravel, Inc.
P.O. Box 430780, South MIami, FL33143.

WALT DISNEY WORLD
COI.I.EGE PROGRAM

$200 • $500 WEEKLY As·
semble products at home.
E85YI No seiDng. YoU're peJd
direct. FullyGuaranteed. FREE
lnfonnatlon-24 Hour Hotlne.
801·379-2900. Copyright '
KY13KDH

Walt Disney World Co. representatives will present an ·
~infoqnaLion.session on the Walt Disney ~World College ,
Program 'on Tuesday, October '6, 6:00pm in the l 8i "r1'"
Building -- Collins Center Auditorium. Attendance at this
presentation is required to interview for the SPRING '93
COLLEGE PRO GRAM. Interview times and locations will
be announced at the presentation. All majors are
e ncouraged to attend.

II

lfs almost here - wiD you be a
part of It? Don't get l&ft out.
Call 762·4834 to enter Alpha
Sigma Alpha'• 5th annual Soft·
baliSatu~.

-==-

'

THE SISTERS OF ALPHA

SIGMA ALPHA WELCOME
THEIR
WONDERFUL
ALUMNI •BACK HOME."
WE'RE PROUDOFYOUAND
WEMISSYOUI ENJOYYOUR
STAY!
~ratulallonstoAipha Omi-

cron PI for a terrtflc showing at
Watermelon Bust! Love the
slater of Alpha Sigma Alpha.

Thanks Sigma Chi's fora great
50's Twister Mixer! We had a
greatUmel Love, the sisters of
Alpha Sigma Alpha
Wanted: TV or love seat. Call
753·9335, 9:30-11 :30 a.m.

SOFTBALL SATUROAYI
SOFTBALL SATURDAY!
SOFTBALL SATURDAY!
SOFTBALL SATURDAY!

Could It have been any better?
The sisters of Alpha Sigma
Alpha don't think so because
their Alpha Sigma Alpha Bust
coaches were THE BESTI
•euat• those tables!
Congratulations to the sisters
ofSigmaSigmaSigmeonthelr
50th Anniversary. Love, the
sisters af Alpha Omicron PI
TharTQ toourcoa<:hes ·Chad,

Donnie, Jae, Joe, Kevin, and
Mal1< for a great Bust. You
guys are awesome! Love, the
staters ot Alpha Omicron PJ
The Marketing Club will meet
In the Cuma Ctr. Oct. 5, 6p.m.

To the brothers of Lambda Chi
Alpha, we had a blast at Bustl
Coaches, you were awesome.
lova, the '"Sisters of Alpha
Gamma Delta
Lambda Chi Alpha, Thanks for
a ten1flc Watermelon Bustl
Coaches, you were great!
Love, the sisters of Alpha Delta
Pll
Lambda Chi Alpha, the sls11Br&
of Sigma Sigma Sigma had a
blast at Bust.
DON'T FORGET ALPHA
SIGMA ALPHA'S SOFTBALL
SATURDAY ON OCTOBER
10THI CALL 782-4834

The Brother& of Sigma Phi
'Epsilon welcome all af their
alumni! Have a great week·
endI

HELP WANTED
Attentlonll Eam $25001 Stu·
dents. C3reeb. Clubs Eam FrM
Spring BraakTrlpAfterSelllng
Only 8 Trips At Your School!
Spr1ngBreak 1-800-678-6386.

IN JUST ONE WEEKI

Could you please explain why
some taxi cab drivers always
taka the eldra long route to
your destination.
College Travel, a national
Spring Break Co., Is seeking
on c:an'f)US safes reps. ·lndl·
vldualsororganlzatlons. Hgh
commission plus a free b1p
during your Spring Break. Call
812·285-9467.

PWS $1000 FOR 1BE

$$$$, FREE TRAVEl. AND

MEMBER WHO CAU.Sl

RESUME EXPERIENCEII
Individuals and Student Or·
ganlzallons wanted to promote
SPRING BREAK, call the na·
tlon'a leader. Inter-Campus
Programs 1·800-327-6013.

PI Kappa Alpha, Plg-oot was
great. Love, the sisters of
Sigma Sigma Sigma

The Murray State News

GREEI( S & CLUBS

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY

RAISE A COOL

RATES
Wtth MSU 10: 15¢ per word
Without MSU 10: 20¢ per word
Over Twenty Words
With MSU 10: 10¢ per word
Without MSU 10: 15¢ per word

Don't forget to attend the MSU
Homecoming Dance Sat.,
Oct. 3 from 10 p.m. • 1 a.m. I
located at the Cunls Canter
small Ballroom. FREE AD·
MISSION. Refreshments and
photography wll be providedI

11000

No obligation. No cost.
Youlllo Ft• FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO
jult b

calliD&

1400-932-0528, Ext. 65

SprlngBreak'93. Panama City
Beach, Flortda. Sales Representative needed to work with
the 11 Sprtng Break Team.
TRAVELA~ATESAND

TOUR EXCEL Sell the BEST
properties on the beach.
SUMMIT CONDOMINIUMS,
MIRACLE BEACH RESORT,
HOUDAY INN, PIER 99. Eam
top commission and free trips.
For more Information call: Julie
at 1·800-558·3002.

Contact: Ross Meloan
(or Lisa)
Phone:
762-3375

•

SALESPERSON. Commis·
slon. Also, Delivery Person •
part-time Fridays. The Ad

Sheet 527-3869.
STUDENTS or ORGANIZA·
TIONS. Promote our Rorida
Spring Break packages. Earn
MONEY and FREE trips.
Organize Small or Large
groups. Call Caf11lUB Marl<et·
lng. 800~·5264

() The Wall Disney Company

CaQgratulatiaqs
Shaanoa Stroud
Shannon BarnlliD
Mclean, Regular Fry,
Regular Drink

Welcome Baclc
Alumni!!

. &
Good Luck

Big-Mac, Large Fry,
Medium Drink

\ ~::t ·;~'
. l;

An Equal Opportunlly Employer

Could you please teach me
how to Ue my shoes.

BelhaaylaD

Stylo Shoes- 25o/o off
1 All umbrellas-10% off
1 Slotline putters- $24.99
1 Pinnacle Gold 15 pack- $17.95
1 All visors and caps- 10% off
1 All bags- 10% off
• Complete repair service
1 Under new ownership
1

{

Starts Friday- Sept. 25
2 Big Macs or 2 Egg McMufflns for $2.00

Love,
Your sisters ill
~plla G8JI1IQa flelta

.. YOUR COMPLETE GOLF STORE II •
102 N

1 5 t h St.

753-2282

'·..
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\fou know, it! fo l'idiculouf. If I don't call my
parent) every SUnday at exact~ 5 o'clock,
thev thihk I wa$ kidr'\apped hy aliet'lf, or
~omefhing. Anyway, or.e Suhday m@ and
Mark· we decide +o -fake- of{ alld check ouf
the d~. )o 'vle're hang1n3 out and I look a+
rnt watch. 5 o Cloc/(. Al~~ht., >o rny Callihg
card ahd I heac:J dow" +o +he local pool hall.
(Which I happen to know haJ apayphone)
Ancl I te II the folks the Martian.r Sehd

-their bert.''

o matter where you happen to be, the AT&T
Calling Card can take you home.
It's also the least expensive way to call
state-to-state on AT&T, when you can't dial direct. With
the new AT&T Call and Save Plan, you'll get special discounts
on AT&T Calling Card calls~ And once you have your card,

you'll never need to apply for another.
If you get your Calling Card now, your first call will
be free~· And you'll become a member of AT&T Student
Saver Plus, a program of products and services that
saves students time and money.
All of which makes the AT&T Calling Card out of this world.

1b get an Amf Calling card for otT-campus calling, calll800 654-0471 Ext. 850.
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